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ABSTRACT

The emergence of digital music on the Internet requires new information retrieval
methods adapted to specific characteristics and needs. While music retrieval based on
the text information, such as title, composers, or subject classification, has been
implemented in many existing systems, retrieval of a piece of music based on musical
content, especially an incomplete, imperfect recall of a fragment of the music, has not
yet been fully explored.

This thesis will explore both theoretical and practical issues involved in a web-based
melody retrieval system. I built a query-by-humming system, which can find a piece of
music in the digital music repository based on a few hummed notes. Since an input
query (hummed melody) may have various errors due to uncertainty of the user's
memory or the user's singing ability, the system should be able to tolerate errors.
Furthermore, extracting melodies to build a melody database is also a complicated task.
Therefore, melody representation, query construction, melody matching and melody
extraction are critical for an efficient and robust query-by-humming system. Thus,
these are the main tasks to be addressed in the thesis.

Compared to previous systems, a new and more effective melody representation and
corresponding matching methods which combined both pitch and rhythmic information
were adopted, a whole set of tools and deliverable software were implemented, and
experiments were conducted to evaluate the system performance as well as to explore
other melody perception issues. Experimental results demonstrate that our methods
incorporating rhythmic information rather than previous pitch-only methods did help
improving the effectiveness of a query-by-humming system.

Thesis Supervisor: Barry L. Vercoe
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Technology has been changing the world rapidly and dramatically. The recent
controversies surrounding the Napster phenomenon have brought me to believe that people's
strong desire to obtain and share music freely, along with the irresistible trend of technology,
will ultimately break the traditional models of the music industry and even people's music
appreciation habits.

1.1 Motivation
The Internet has become an important source for people to obtain music for entertainment,
education, business, or other purposes. This requires new information retrieval methods
adapted to specific characteristics and needs. Although there are many websites or Internet
based agents for music sale, advertisement and sharing, the interfaces are not as convenient for
finding desired music; only category-based browsing and/or text-based searching are
supported. To find a piece of music, the user needs to know its title, composer, artist or other
text information, so that the search engine can search the database based on that information;
otherwise the user needs to browse the whole category. This procedure might be very time-
consuming. Therefore, developing new methods to help people retrieve music on the Internet is
of great value.

A natural way of searching for music is to identify it by its content (e.g., melody) rather than its
secondary features (e.g., title), because the content is usually more memorable and a more
robust feature of the musical work.

My thesis is to build a query-by-humming system (called the QBH system), which can find a
piece of music in the digital music repository based on a few hummed notes. When the user
does not know the title or any other text information about the music, he is still able to search
for music by humming the melody.

Query-by-humming is a much friendlier interface than existing systems for music searching on
the Internet. In addition, although the system I built is a web-based system, it can certainly be
moved to other application fields, for example, Audio-On-Demand (AOD) or Karaoke systems.

Besides the above application value, the query-by-humming system is also an interesting topic
from a scientific point of view. Identifying a musical work from a melodic fragment is a task
that most people are able to accomplish with relative ease. However, how people achieve this
is still unclear, i.e., how do people extract melody from a complex music piece and convert it
to a representation that could be memorized and retrieved easily and accurately with tolerance
of some transpositions? Although this whole question is beyond the scope of this thesis, we
will build a system that performs like a human: it can "extract" melodies from music; it can
convert the melodies into an efficient representation and store them in its "memory"; when a
user asks for a piece of music by humming the melody, it can first "hear" the query and then
search in its "memory" for the piece that it "thinks" most similar to the query.

Given the application value and the scientific interest of the research, I propose to explore the
melody retrieval problem from two perspectives: as a practical solution to a query-by-humming
system, and as a scientific inquiry into the nature of the melody perception process.



The main features of this system as compared with other existing systems are:

* A new melody representation, which combines both pitch and rhythmic information.

" New approximate melody matching algorithms based on the representation.

" A set of automatic transcription techniques customized for the query-by-humming system
to obtain both pitch and rhythmic information.

" A handy tool to build a melody database from various symbolic representations including
score formats and MIDI format.

" A deliverable query-by-humming system including both the server application and the
client application.

1.2 Methodology
There are several important issues in building such a query-by-humming system. One is that an
input query (hummed melody) may have various errors due to uncertainty of the user's
memory or the user's singing ability. Even if the hummed queries are perfect, it is still difficult
to implement a 100% accurate system for transcribing the hummed signals into musical
symbols, which are needed for melody matching in the next step. To tolerate these errors, we
need effective representation and musically reasonable approximate matching method.
Additionally, extracting melody information from an existing music corpus is not a trivial task.

Therefore, I divide the whole problem into four sub-problems: the melody representation
problem, the melody matching problem, the melody extraction problem and the query
construction problem. I believe the above four problems are the key points for a complete,
robust and efficient query-by-humming system, and thus these are the focuses of my thesis.

To solve the four problems and build the system, several theories, approaches or techniques
will be explored:

" Music psychology, especially related to melody perception.

" Musical signal processing, particularly pitch tracking and beat tracking.

* Pattern recognition, focusing on approximate matching and time-series analysis.

* Other techniques, such as computer networks, database systems and object-oriented
analysis.

1.3 Organization
My thesis is divided into eight chapters. In chapter 2, Background, I review the status,
problems and approaches of music information retrieval in general, and then specifically the
research and approaches of existing query-by-humming systems.

Chapter 3, Melody As A Signficant Music Feature, presents the music psychology principles
and theories that are important for query-by-humming systems, for example, melody



perception, music memory, melodic organization, melodic similarity, etc. An interesting
experiment of classifying folk music from different countries based on their melodies using
hidden Markov models (HMMs), which illustrates that melody itself carries some statistical
features to distinguish the styles of music, is also presented in this chapter. This experiment
also points out some melody representation issues that will be focused on in later chapters.

Chapter 4, System Architecture, presents an overview of the system architecture, the
functionality of each part and the communication between different parts.

Chapter 5, Approaches and Algorithms, presents our solutions to solve the melody
representation problem, the melody matching problem, the melody extraction problem and the
query construction problem respectively. Several new algorithms are proposed in this chapter
and in Chapter 7 will be shown to be more effective than previous algorithms.

Chapter 6, Implementation Issues, presents some technical details to build the system
efficiently.

Chapter 7, Experiments and Evaluation, presents the experiments for evaluating the system and
their results. The effectiveness of different algorithms and interfaces is compared in the
experiments. Several melody perception issues are explored as well.

Chapter 8, Conclusions, summarizes the approaches I used in building the query-by-humming
system, the melody perception issues involved in such a system, and the contribution made in
the thesis. Directions for further research are suggested.





CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND

This chapter reviews the status, problems and approaches of music information retrieval in
general, and then specifically the research and approaches of existing query-by-humming
systems.

2.1 Music Information Retrieval
With the emergence of digital music on the Internet, automating access to music information
through the use of computers has intrigued music fans, librarians, computer scientists,
information scientists, engineers, musicologists, cognitive scientists, music psychologists,
business managers and so on. However, current methods and techniques for building real-
world music information retrieval systems are far from satisfactory.

The dilemma was pointed out by Huron (2000). Music librarians and cataloguers have
traditionally created indexes that allow users to access musical works using standard reference
information, such as the name of the composer or the title of the work. While this basic
information remains important, these standard reference tags have surprisingly limited
applicability in most music-related queries.

Music is used for an extraordinary variety of purposes: the restaurateur seeks music that targets
certain clientele; the aerobics instructor seeks a certain tempo; the film director seeks music
conveying a certain mood; an advertiser seeks a tune that is highly memorable; the
physiotherapist seeks music that will motivate a patient; the truck driver seeks music that will
keep him alert; the music lover seeks music that can entertain him. Although there are many
other uses for music, music's preeminent functions are social and psychological. The most
useful retrieval methods are those that facilitate searching according to such social and
psychological functions.

In attempting to build systems supporting such retrieval methods, two general questions arise:

" What is the best taxonomic system by which to classify moods, styles, and other musical
characteristics?

* How can we create automated systems that will reliably characterize recordings or scores?

The first question is related to the feature selection problem, which involves defining a
comprehensive set of features including low level and high level features, objective and
perceptual features, that can describe music well for the retrieval purpose. The second question
is related to the feature extraction problem, which involves building computer systems to
compute those features automatically.

Regarding the feature selection question, the features that have been proposed can be
categorized as follows:

* Reference-related features, such as title, composer, performer, genre, country, date of
composition, date of first performance publisher, copyright owner and status, etc.



* Content-related features, such as tonality, contour, meter, tempo, rhythm, harmony,
lyrics, libretti, instrumentation, mood, style, similarity, etc.

Regarding the feature extraction question, current research goes in several directions:

e Extracting content-related features from symbolic musical data. For example, current
query-by-humming systems aim to retrieve symbolic music data based on similarity.
Thus, they belong to this category. How to extract melody (Uitdenbogerd, 1998) or
motive (Liu, 1999) from the polyphonic scores has also been explored. Dannenberg
(1997) built a real-time performance style classifier based on MIDI data. Brown (1993)
presented a way of using autocorrelation to determine the meter of music scores. Chai
(2000) attempted to extract several perceptual features from the MIDI files.

* Extracting content-related features from acoustic musical data. For example, determining
pitch contour of audio signals has been extensively studied (Rabiner, 1976) (Roads,
1994). Tempo and beat tracking from acoustic musical signals has also been explored
(Goto, 1994) (Goto, 1997) (Scheirer, 1998). Music summarization, i.e., attempting to
extract musical themes or hooks from musical recording for identifying or recognizing a
work, has been studied recently (Huron, 2000) (Chu, 2000). Instrument identification is
fully explored by Martin (1999). Automatic music transcription is also widely studied.

e Extracting reference-related features from symbolic musical data. For example, the
project I did for classifying folk music from different countries based on the melodies
belongs to this category. It will be presented in detail in Section 3.5.

e Extracting reference-related features from acoustic musical data. Tzanetakis (2000)
reported a result of 75% classification accuracy to classify classical, modem (rock, pop)
and jazz using different features (FFT, MPEG filterbank, LPC and MFCC) and two
classification techniques (Gaussian Mixture Model and K-NN). Pye (2000) reported a
result of 92% classification accuracy to classify blues, easy listening, classical, opera,
dance (techno) and Indie rock, using two different features (MFCC, MP3CEP) and two
classification techniques (Gaussian Mixture Model and TreeQ).

In applications with symbolic music data, techniques used in text retrieval systems have been
widely adopted. In applications with acoustic musical data, many signal processing techniques
are employed.

General methods that can manipulate both symbolic data and acoustic data have also been
proposed. For example, a new representation called Self-similarity Visualization was proposed
by (Foote, 1999). Both raw audio and symbolic audio can be represented in this way. Doing
music analysis and classification based on this representation is still being studied.

So far there are no standard evaluation criteria for these systems.

2.2 Query-by-humming systems
The query-by-humming system was first proposed by Ghias et al. (1995). Following Ghias et
al., several research groups including the MELDEX project by McNab et al. (1996), the
Themefinder project by Stanford University, the TuneServer project by University of
Karlsruhe, the MiDiLiB project by University of Bonn, etc., are working in this area.



Existing systems use a variety of representations for melody, and usually aim for flexibility in
order to accommodate variations in data and query format. Symbolic music corpora, such as
MIDI, are generally used. The data used in different systems varies greatly, but consists
primarily of classical and folksong repertoires, since the copyright on most of these works has
expired and they are now in the public domain. The data is taken almost exclusively from
Western music, or at least music using the Western tonal system (12 half-steps per octave). The
reasons for this are primarily practical, since MIDI and other machine-based formats for
storing notation were designed for Western tuning, and there are neither standard formats nor
standardized methods of adapting existing formats for non-Western tuning.

The system by Ghias et al. (1995) is the first full query-by-humming system, which included
processing of an audio input signal in order to extract the necessary query information.
However, this system was too simple in its melody representation and matching method. It
used only 3-level contour information (U/D/S indicating that the interval goes up, down or
remains the same) to represent melodies. Baesa-Yates and Perleberg algorithm was adopted for
approximate matching with k mismatches. The size of the melody database and experiments
for evaluating the system based on different human subjects were not reported.

MELDEX is the most well-known query-by-humming system so far besides Ghias' system. It
also implemented a full system and was the first one, as far as we know, whose client
application was put on the web. MELDEX allowed a variety of different contour
representations, such as exact interval or finer (>3-level) contour information. It also attempted
to incorporate rhythmic information (mainly represented as note durations), but the
corresponding matching method was not effective. For example, absolute note durations (e.g.,
a quarter note at 90bpm) were used for melody matching. In practice, almost no users can hum
in such a precise way. And MELDEX attempted to identify only the beginnings of melodies. In
addition, the client-server division of MELDEX was not efficient. The client application only
did the recording and then sent the recorded waveform data to the server side to do
transcription and matching. Dividing in this way cannot employ the computational ability of
the client side machine, while increasing the server side burden. It also increases the network
bandwidth requirement. Two experiments were done according to (McNab et al., 1996). One
was to explore human performance in melody recall; the other was to match perfect queries
(not real hummed queries) of different lengths with some folksong corpora to evaluate
effectiveness of different melody representations. Experiments for evaluating the system based
on real hummed queries were not reported.

Strictly speaking, the Themefmder project is not a query-by-humming system, because it only
supported text format queries, i.e., the users had to manually input the text string using some
predefined format to represent a query. But the Themefinder project is quite famous in its
symbolic data processing and organization.

The TuneServer project also used only 3-level contour information to represent melodies.
Although this system did not propose any new methods, its melody database was quite large,
which was based on a book by Denys Parsons: The Directory of Tunes and Musical Themes,
Spencer Brown, 1975. This book does not only include the full database with 10,370 classical
tunes and musical themes, but also more than 5,000 popular tunes from the time between 1920
and 1975, as well as a list of national anthems.

The MiDiLiB project allowed a variety of different contour representations, such as exact
interval or finer (>3-level) contour information. Similarly, this system did not propose any new



methods, but its melody database was very large, which contained 20,000 MIDI files. Some
sophisticated melody extraction tools and algorithms were used in building this database.

As far as I know, there are no accuracy and effectiveness evaluations of the above systems
reported based on real hummed queries. Since they are not public accessible or not working at
this time (e.g. MELDEX, TuneServer), it is also impossible to evaluate these systems by the
author.



CHAPTER 3 MELODY AS A SIGNIFICANT
MUSICAL FEATURE

This chapter presents the music psychology principles and theories that are important for
query-by-humming systems, for example, melody perception, music memory, melodic
organization, melodic similarity, etc. An interesting experiment of classifying folk music from
different countries based on their melodies using hidden Markov models (HMMs), which
illustrates that melody itself carries some statistical features to distinguish the styles of music,
is also presented in this chapter. This experiment also points out some melody representation
issues that will be focused on in later chapters.

3.1 Melody Perception
How do we understand what we hear? How do we make sense of what we hear as music? One
of the most evident features of music is melody. A definition of melody is that it is a coherent
succession of single pitches. In such a melody, the succession of notes seems to hold together
in a meaningful, interesting way - interesting, and also emotional. Of all music's structures,
melody is the one that moves people the most and seems to evoke human sentiment most
directly. Familiar melodies "register" simple qualities of feeling instantly and strongly.

The most familiar type of melody is a tune - a simple, easily singable, catchy melody such as a
folksong, or a dance. A tune is a special kind of melody. Melody is a term that includes tunes,
but also much else. A motive is a distinctive fragment of melody, distinctive enough so that it
will be easily recognized when it returns again and again within a long composition. Motives
are shorter than tunes, shorter even than phrases of tunes; they can be as short as two notes.
Theme is the most general term for the basic subject matter of longer pieces of music. A single
melodic "line" in time is enough to qualify as music: sometimes, indeed, as great music.

Texture is the term used to refer to the blend of the various sounds and melodic lines occurring
simultaneously in music. Monophony is the term for the simplest texture, a single
unaccompanied melody. When there is only one melody of real interest and it is combined with
other sounds, the texture is called homophony. When two or more melodies are played or sung
simultaneously, the texture is described as polyphony.

Melody is a perceptual feature of music. Sometimes what one person perceives to be the
melody is not what another perceives. What makes melodies interesting and memorable is a
combination of things: the overall shape- what is sometimes called "line" or "melodic contour";
the rhythm; and the type of movement (i.e., leaping or stepwise). In a broader sense, a melody
can be pitched or purely rhythmic, such as a percussion riff. However, our research does not
attempt to address all of these cases and is limited in scope to pitched, monophonic melodies.
We assume that all the pieces in our music corpora have monophonic melodies, which the
users can easily and consistently identify. Furthermore, the user should be fairly familiar with
the melody he wants to query, though perfect singing skill is not required.

Several aspects of melody perception need to be considered when developing the melody
retrieval systems.



(1) What is the type of query that users will present? In the case of someone trying to locate a
half-remembered fragment of music, it is useful to understand how people remember
music, and in particular, how they remember melodies and how accurately people can
produce (e.g., hum) melodies.

(2) Since most music that we hear contains both melody and accompaniment, it is necessary to
determine what would be perceived as melody in an accompanied musical work.

(3) Since many music queries involve finding similar but not exact matches to melodies, we
need to decide what similarity means in terms of music perception.

The first aspect is related to the Melody Representation problem (Section 5.1) and the Query
Construction problem (Section 5.3). The second aspect is related to the Melody Extraction
problem (Section 5.2). The third aspect is related to the Melody Matching problem (Section
5.1).

3.2 Music Memory
There has been much research on how people build mental structures while listening to music
and on how music is remembered. Dowling (1978) discovered that melody contour is easier to
remember than exact melodies. Contour refers to the shape of the melody, indicating whether
the next note goes up, down, or stays at the same pitch. He postulates that contour and scale are
stored separately in memory and that melodies are mapped onto an overlearned scale structure,
so that if presented a melody with an unknown scale, we map it to the scale structure with
which we are familiar.

Edworthy (1985), however, discovered that the length of a novel melody determines whether it
is easier to detect changes in contour or changes in intervals. There are also differences in
terms of short-term and long-term memory for melodies: it is easy for people to reproduce a
well-known melody with exact intervals than to do so for new melodies. In terms of music
database queries, a user's query melody will probably be in long-term memory, so exact
intervals will be important. Memory tasks are generally performed better by experienced
musicians than by those with less experience.

Dowling (1986) presented evidence supporting the notion that schematic representations of
familiar tunes in long-term memory consist of (rhythmically organized) sets of relative pitch
chromas and that such representations can be accessed by means of labels and such global
melodic features as contour. Short-term (episodic) memory, long-term (semantic) memory,
and cognitive development were investigated with respect to the roles played by pitch,
intervals, contour, and tonal scales.

3.3 Melodic Organization and Gestalt Principles
Melody seems to exist as a succession of discrete pitches in time, yet it is likely to be heard as
one thing, one integrated entity, as pitch moving in time. The fact that a melody can be heard
as pitch moving in time when all that a listener is confronted with is a sequence of separate
pitches is something that has perplexed philosophers for centuries.

An answer was hinted by the Gestalt psychologists earlier in this century. They were trying to
account for the perception of visual shape, but their theories seemed also to apply to melody, to



auditory shape. They suggested that certain laws seemed to underlie our perception of form,
laws of proximity, similarity, good continuation and so on. These laws governed our tendencies
to group elements in a visual field so as to constitute shape or form at a larger scale than the
individual elements of the pattern.

Gestalt principles can serve as useful rules of thumb, indicating what sort of pattern
organization will be perceived given certain stimulus features. They are especially amenable to
translation from visual to auditory space where the relatively brief time spans of local stimulus
organization are involved. (Dowling, 1986)

" Proximity: Items placed in close (spatial) proximity tend to be grouped together as a unit.
The importance of pitch proximity in audition is reflected in the fact that melodies all over
the world use small pitch intervals from note to note (this will be shown by the interval
change histogram of our music corpora in Section 5.2). Violations of proximity have been
used in various periods and genres of both Western and non-Western music for a variety
of effects. For example, fission based on pitch proximity was used to enrich the texture so
that out of a single succession of notes, two melodic lines could be heard.

* Similarity: Similar items tend to be grouped together as a unit. For example, similarity of
timbre can be used to group sequences of sounds so that the melody will be perceived.
Similar amplitude or loudness of notes was found to be fairly unimportant in the
perception of musical parts compared to other rules, but is also used for grouping of notes.

" Prdgnanz (Good continuation): In perception we tend to continue contours whenever the
elements of a pattern establish an implied direction. Here, good means symmetrical,
simple, regular, but most importantly familiar. The listener could attend to notes of a
familiar melody even though they are not differentiated from their background on any
other basis than being parts of a meaningful configuration.

Additionally, the listeners usually pay more attention to louder and higher pitch notes as in a
melody line.

The above rules were referred to as local pattern organization by Dowling (1986). The
listener's appreciation of the global aspects of a piece of music is in terms of invariants --
structural constancies underlying surface change in local pattern features. Invariants that might
occur over relatively long-time periods in a piece are regularities of temporal organization such
as the beat, of tonal scale organization such as the key, and of instrumentation and density of
note spacing in pitch and time. One way in which the comprehension of global invariants of the
structure might function as we listen to a piece is by affecting our expectancies from moment
to moment.

Dowling (1986) also proposed that the local features are related to each other and to global
patterns by some hierarchical structure.

3.4 Melodic Similarity
The ability to recognize melodic similarity lies at the heart of many of the questions most
commonly asked about music. It is melody that enables us to distinguish one work from
another. It is melody that human beings are innately able to reproduce by singing, humming,



and whistling. It is melody that makes music memorable: we are likely to recall a tune long
after we have forgotten its text. (Hewlett, 1998)

(Hewlett, 1998) reviews various theories about melodic similarity. In this book, conceptual and
representational issues in melodic comparison are reviewed by Selfridge-Field; different
melody matching methods are proposed, such as Geometrical algorithm, Dynamic
Programming algorithm and other string-matching algorithms.

Uitdenbogerd (1998) suggested the following ordering of factors in music similarity, from
good evidence of similarity to poor. Rhythmic aspect was not considered in this ordered list.

1) Exact transposition in the same key.
2) Exact transposition in a closely related key.
3) Exact transposition in a distant key.
4) Exact transposition except for a chromatically altered note.
5) Exact transposition except for a diatonically altered note.
6) Same contour and tonality.
7) Same contour but atonal.
8) Same note values but different contour.
9) Different contour, different note values.

3.5 Melody as a Feature for Folk Music Classification
There is another perspective from which to think about melodic similarity: melodic
discrimination. That means to use melody as a feature classifying music. One interesting
experiment we did (Chai, 2001) was to classify folk music from different countries based on
their monophonic melodies using hidden Markov models. This section will present our
experiment, which suggests to us that melodic similarity may have statistical explanations and
melody representation is very important for melodic discrimination. Please note that the
methods and the detailed results presented in this section will not be directly related to the rest
of the thesis; readers may skip this section if they want.

Here is the description about our experiment. We chose folk music as our experiment corpus,
because

* Most folk music pieces have obvious monophonic melody lines, which can be easily
modeled by HMM. "Monophonic" here means only one single tone is heard at a time, and
there is no accompaniment or multiple lines going simultaneously.

" Melodies of folk music from different countries may have some significant statistical
difference, which should be able to be captured by an appropriate statistical model.

Bruno Nettl mentioned in his book (Nettl, 1973) that melody is the aspect of music that has
been of the greatest interest to folk music study, but is also probably the most difficult part.

In the classification experiment, 187 Irish folk music pieces, 200 German folk music pieces
and 104 Austrian folk music pieces were used. We don't have specific reasons for choosing
these three countries except for the availability of data. The data were obtained from two
corpora, which are also contained in the QBH melody database:



e Helmut Schaffrath's Essen Folksong Collection which contains over 7,000 European folk
melodies encoded between 1982 and 1994;

" Donncha 0 Maidin's Irish Dance Music Collection.

All pieces have monophonic melodies encoded in either of the two symbolic formats: **kem
and EsAC.

In the experiment, we represented melodies in four different ways.

(A) Absolute pitch representation. A melody is converted into a pitch sequence by normalizing
the pitches into one octave from C4 (Middle C) to B4, that is, pitches in different octaves
but of same chroma are encoded with the same symbol in the sequence and thus there is a
total of 12 symbols.

(B) Absolute pitch with duration representation. To incorporate rhythm information, we make
use of the concept behind the representation for rhythmic sequences employed by
Carpinteiro (1998). Briefly, we simply repeat each note multiple times to represent the
duration, e.g., in our experiment, how many half-beats the note lasts.

(C) Interval representation. A melody is converted into a sequence of intervals. An interval is
the difference of the current note and the previous note in semitones. There are 27 symbols
indicating -13 to 13 semitones (intervals larger than 13 semitones are all indicated by +/-
13).

(D) Contour representation. This is similar to Interval representation, but we quantize interval
changes into five levels, 0 for no change, +/- for ascending/descending I or 2 semitones,
++/-- for ascending/descending 3 or more semitones. Thus, there is a total of 5 symbols.
This representation is fairly compact and fault-tolerant in melody identification
applications (Kim, 2000).

For example,

Ae

Figure 3-1: An example for demonstrating different representations

Given the example in Figure 3-1, the sequence in representation A will be {2,7,9,11,11,9}. The
sequence in representation B will be {2,7,9,11,11,11,9}. The sequence in representation C will
be {5,2,2,0,-2}. The sequence in representation D will be {++,+,+,0,-}.

HMM (Hidden Markov Model) is a very powerful tool to statistically model a process that
varies in time. It can be seen as a doubly embedded stochastic process with a process that is not
observable (hidden process) and can only be observed through another stochastic process
(observable process) that produces the time set of observations. An HMM can be fully
specified by (1) N, the number of states in the model; (2) M, the number of distinct observation
symbols per state; (3) A = {a,}, the state transition probability distribution; (4) B = {bi (k)},

the observation symbol probability distribution; and (5) I = {7r}, the initial state distribution.

(Rabiner, 1989)



Because the number of hidden states and the structure may impact the classification
performance, we use HMMs with different numbers of hidden states and different structures to
do classification, and then compare their performances. Here are the different structures used
and compared in our experiment (Figure 3-2).

a, 2 0 --- 0

0 a2 a23 --- 0

S1 S2 S3 0 0 a3 --- 0

0 0 0 .-- 1
(a)

anl a2 a21 - a.

0 a2 a2 - a2
S1 s2 s 0 0 a3  --- a.

0 0 0 --- a

(b)

an a a'71 ---3 a.,

0 a2 a2 --- a.
Si 2 S3 0O,..~

s1 s2 sa a a .. a .
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(C)
'% 1 2 a,3

Si S2 S3 a3, a3 a33 t73.

.P1 '7. a2,3 *an

(d)

Figure 3-2: HMMs used in the experiment (a) A strict left-right model, each state can transfer
to itself and the next one state. (b) A left-right model, each state can transfer to itself and any
state to the right of it. (c) A variation of the left-right model, additional to (b), the last state can
transfer to thefirst state. (d) A fully connected model.

The Baum-Welch reestimation method was implemented to train a hidden Markov model for
each country using the training set. To identify the country of an unknown melody, the Viterbi
algorithm was used to decode the sequence and compute its log probabilities respectively using
HMMs trained for different countries. We then assign the melody to the country with the
highest log probability.

The results were obtained in this way: All the data were split randomly into training set (70%)
and test set (30%). Each result was cross-validated with 17 trials using the 70%/30% splits.

The classification performances are shown in Figure 3-3 (i) - (iv). The first three figures show
the generalization performances of 2-way classifications. The last figure shows the
generalization performance of the 3-way classification. The X-axis in all the figures indicates
different HMMs, whose corresponding structures are shown in Table 3-1.

The results show that, in general, the state number (2, 3, 4 or 6) didn't impact the classification
performance significantly. The strict left-right HMMs (a) and the left-right HMMs (b)
outperformed the other two HMMs (c/d). The representation C generally performs better than
the representation A, B or D. Performances of the 6-state left-right HMM, for example, are



shown in Table 3-2. It achieved classification accuracies of 75%, 77% and 66% for 2-way
classifications and 63% for the 3-way classification using representation C.
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Figure 3-3: Classification performances using different representations and HMMs. (i), (ii)
and (iii) correspond to 2-way classifications. (iv) corresponds to the 3-way classification.

Table 3-1: 16 HMMs with different structures and numbers of hidden states used in the
experiment (see Figure 3-2 for the description of the structures).
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Table 3-2: Classification performances of 6-state left-right HMM using different
representations. The first three rows correspond to 2-way classifications. The last row
corresponds to the 3-way classification. I: Irish music; G: German music; A: Austrian music.

Classes rep. A rep. B rep. C rep. D
I-G 68% 68% 75% 72%
I-A 75% 74% 77% 70%
G-A 63% 58% 66% 58%

I-G-A 56% 54% 63% 59%

The performances of 2-way classifications are consistent with our intuition that it is harder to
discriminate between German music and Austrian music than between German music and Irish
music or between Austrian music and Irish music. Therefore, we expect that the result will
improve if we use a more discriminable data set.

The results suggest to us a new way to think about musical style similarity. Nettl (1973)
pointed out that it is very hard to state concretely just how much difference there is between
one kind or style of music and another. As he suggested, one way of telling that a musical style
is similar to another, which you already recognize, is that this styles also appeals to you. This
has to do with the fact that folk music styles, like languages, exhibit greater or lesser degrees of
relationship. Just as it is usually easier to learn a language that is closely related in structure
and vocabulary to one's own, it is easier to understand and appreciate a folk music style similar
to one that is already familiar. Here we presented a method to measure the musical style
similarity quantitatively. The two styles that are less discriminable in classification are deemed
more similar. The method can be based on the classification accuracy, as was done here, or the
distance of their statistical models directly, for example, the distance of two HMMs (Juang,
1985).

The representation is very important for classification. The interval representation
outperforming the absolute pitch representation is also consistent with humans' perception of
melody. Although the absolute pitch method can represent the original work more objectively,
the interval method is more compatible with humans' perception, since when people memorize,
distinguish or sing a melody, they usually do it based only on the interval information.

The experiment shows that the contour representation was significantly worse than the interval
representation for folk music classification. This indicates that although contour-based
representation is fairly compact for identifying a melody, the quantization procedure may cause
the features for style discrimination to be reduced.

The fact that the representation with duration did not outperform the representation without
duration is not what would be expected. It seems to be inconsistent with humans' perception.
We argue that it doesn't mean rhythmic information is useless for classification; instead, we
suggest that the rhythmic encoding used (through repeated notes) in fact destroyed some
characteristics of the melody, thus reducing the discrimination.

The experiment shows that melody is a significant musical feature. Although melody is not
sufficient for music classification on its own, music in different styles (here, from different
countries) does have significant statistical difference in their respective melodies.



CHAPTER 4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

This chapter presents an overview of our system architecture, the functionality of each part and
the communication between different parts.

4.1 Client-server Architecture
The QBH system adopts the client-server architecture and consists of four main parts (Figure
4-1):

" Music database: This includes the source data and the target data. The source data are the
original music corpora, from which we extract melodies and generate the target data. The
source data are in various symbolic representations (i.e., scores and MIDI files). The target
data are the data that the end user can play back at the client side. The target data in the
system are all in MIDI format.

" Melody description objects: These are binary persistent objects that capsulate the melody
information based on our melody representation and play the role of an efficient indexing
of the music corpus.

" QBH Server: This receives the query from QBH Client, matches it with the melodies in the
melody description objects, and retrieves the target songs with the highest matching scores.

" QBH Client: This computes the pitch contour and beat information from the user's
humming signals, constructs the query, sends the query to QBH Server via CGI, receives
the results and plays them back.

Besides the above four parts, we need to develop some tools to build the whole system. They
include:

e Score to MIDI tool
It converts score files (in .krn, .alm, .esc or .niff formats; see Section 5.2.1 for detailed
description about these formats) into MIDI files for playback.

e Melody extraction tool
It extracts the melody information and constructs the melody description objects.

We have two client implementations: QBH Client and QBH AXClient. QBH Client is a
standalone application, which means that the user needs to install it first. AXClient is an
ActiveX control implementation, which can be embedded in a web page and the user will be
able to run it by clicking the link in the web page without explicitly installing it.



Figure 4-1: QBH system architecture

In our system, the query analysis part, which is also the most computationally complicated
part, is located at the client side. This is different from some other systems, e.g., MELDEX.
There are several advantages to dividing the system in this way:

" It can fully employ the computational ability of the client side machine, while reducing the
server side burden.

" It can reduce the network bandwidth requirement. If we put the query analysis part at the
server side, the humming signals must be transmitted to the server, which requires much
more bandwidth compared with transmitting only the description data of the query, e.g.,
the pitch and rhythmic information in our system.

* It protects the user's privacy, because people may dislike transmitting their hummed
queries to the server in that others might be able to hear them.

The client and server parts need to manipulate and transmit data in real-time, while all the tools
can be used off-line to build the system.



4.2 Web-based Communication
All the communication between client and server uses HTTP protocol, e.g., URL, CGI (Figure
4-2). Its specification will be described in detail in Section 5.3.5. This made the whole system
more flexible and open. With the interface unchanged, we can easily have a different
implementation of either the client or the server without changing the other side. So here we
provide not only an implementation of the system, but also a basis of a standard for such
systems, which can support cross-platform operations.

Figure 4-2: Communication between the client and the server





CHAPTER 5 APPROACHES AND ALGORITHMS

This chapter presents our solutions to solve the Melody Representation problem, the Melody
Matching problem, the Melody Extraction problem and the Query Construction problem
respectively. We propose a melody representation combining both pitch and rhythmic
information. Two new melody matching methods corresponding to this representation are
presented; for comparison, Dynamic Programming Method, which is most widely used in
existing query-by-humming systems, is presented as well. Methods to extract melodies from
various symbolic representations are presented; a handy tool was developed to build our
melody database, which contains more than 8,000 songs currently. We also present our
automatic transcription methods customized for the QBH system, including note segmentation,
pitch tracking, interfaces for obtaining rhythmic information, and algorithmic beat
determination. Our methods will be shown to be more effective in Chapter 7.

5.1 Melody Representation and Matching

5.1.1 Problems

What are the significant features people use to identify a melody or to distinguish between
melodies? How can the melodies be represented sufficiently as well as concisely? Dowling
(1986) proposed that a melody schema is not likely to be a literal mental copy of the melody.
An exact copy would have to be translated - expanded, contracted, and shifted both in time and
in pitch - to fit any actual instance of the melody that might be perceived. Therefore, it seems
likely that a melody schema should represent more general higher-order information than
specific pitches at specific temporal intervals. Previous query-by-humming systems mostly
propose using pitch contours to represent melodies. They seldom use rhythm in their melody
representation. However, rhythm is obviously important, because when identifying a melody,
the listener perceives not only the pitch/interval information in the melody, but also how those
notes correspond to particular moments in time. Rhythm is one dimension in which melodies in
general cannot be transformed intact. A representation combining both pitch and rhythm
information, which we call TPB representation, was proposed by Kim (2000) and adopted in
the QBH system.

Additionally, how do people measure the similarity of melody? Or, how can we retrieve
melody from our mind so easily even after it is transformed in some way? This problem is
closely related to the representation problem. Levitin (1999) described melody as an "auditory
object that maintains its identity under certain transformations ... along the six dimensions of
pitch, tempo, timbre, loudness, spatial location, and reverberant environment; sometimes with
changes in rhythm; but rarely with changes in contour." Although rather broad, this definition
highlights several important properties of melody. People are able to recognize melodies even
when they are played on different instruments, at different volumes, and at different tempi
(within a reasonable range). Based on the TPB representation, we also proposed new
approximate string matching methods to do the melody matching task. The algorithms did not
only take robustness into account but also efficiency.

The following sections present the melody representation and the melody matching methods
we used in the QBH system.



5.1.2 Pitch contour

It is clear that some type of interval information is important for representing melody, since
melodic matching is invariant to transposition. However, instead of representing each interval
exactly (e.g., ascending minor sixth, descending perfect fourth, etc.), the literature suggests that
a coarser melodic contour description is more important to listeners in determining melodic
similarity (Handel, 1989). Experiments have shown that interval direction alone (i.e., the 3-
level +/-/0 contour representation) is an important element of melody recognition (Dowling,
1978).

One possible reason for the importance of melodic contour is that this information is more
easily processed and is at a higher (more general) level than interval information. But as one
becomes more familiar with a melody and gains more musical experience, the specific intervals
have greater perceptual significance (Edworthy, 1985) (Levitin, 1999).

There is, of course, anecdotal and experimental evidence that humans use more than just
interval direction (a 3-level contour) in assessing melodic similarity. When recalling a melody
from memory, most of us (not all!) are able to present information more precise than just
interval direction. In an experiment by Lindsay (1996), subjects were asked to repeat (sing) a
melody that was played for them. He found that while there was some correlation between
sung interval accuracy and musical experience, even musically inexperienced subjects were
able to negotiate different interval sizes fairly successfully. From a practical standpoint, a 3-
level representation will generally require longer queries to arrive at a unique match.

Given the perceptual and practical considerations, we chose to explore finer (5- and 7-level)
contour divisions for our representation.

5.1.3 Rhythmic information

It is first useful to define some terms. Duration is the psychological correlate of time. Beat
refers to a perceived pulse marking off equal durational units. Tempo refers to the rate at
which beats occur, and meter imposes an accent structure on beats (as in "one, two, three, one,
two, three . . . "). Meter thus refers to the most basic level of rhythmic organization and does
not generally involve durational contrasts. Rhythm refers to a temporally extended pattern of
durational and accentual relationships.

In (Kerman, 2000), music is defined as "the art of sound in time". Sound exists in time, and
any sound we hear has its duration - the length of time we hear it in minutes, seconds, or
microseconds. Though duration is not an actual property of sound, like frequency, amplitude,
and other of sound's attributes that are taught in physics courses, it is obviously of central
importance for music. The broad term for the time aspect of music is rhythm. Rhythm is the
driving force in the vast majority of music both popular and classical, music of all ages and all
cultures.

The following simple example illustrates the importance of consistent rhythmic information in
melodic description.
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Figure 5-1: First four notes of the Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin (Wagner), i.e., Here Comes
the Bride.
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Figure 5-2: First four notes of 0 Tannenbaum.

It is apparent that these are two very distinct melodies, yet the sounding intervals and note
durations are identical. The difference lies not only in the respective meters (time signatures) of
the songs, but also in the position of the notes relative to the metric structure of each piece. The
time signature of the first example is 2/4, and the strong beats occur on the first beat of a
measure, which correspond to the first note of the piece. The second example has a time
signature of 3/4, and the strong beat is on the first beat of a measure, corresponding to the
second note. From this example, we clearly see the advantages of incorporating rhythmic
information in a melodic representation.

5.1.4 Proposed melody representation

We use a triple <T, P, B> to represent each melody, which we will refer to as TPB
representation.

T is the time signature of the song, which can change, but often does not. P is the pitch contour
vector, and B is the absolute beat number vector. The range of values of P will vary depending
on the number of contour levels used, but will follow the pattern of 0, +, -, ++, -- , +++, etc. The
first value of B is the location of the first note within its measure in beats (according to the time
signature). Successive values of B are incremented according to the number of beats between
successive notes. Values of B are quantized to the nearest whole beat. Clearly, the length of B
will be one greater than the length of P because of the initial value.

In case a melody has multiple time signatures, we can break the melody into multiple melody
segments, within each segment the time signature doesn't change. We can then apply the TPB
representation to each melody segment.

Additionally, we use a vector Q to represent different contour resolutions and quantization
boundaries. The length of Q indirectly reveals the number of levels of contour being used, and
the components of Q indicate the absolute value of the quantization boundaries (in number of
half-steps). For example, Q=[O 1] represents that we quantize interval changes into three levels,
0 for no change, + for an ascending interval (a boundary at one half-step or more), and - for a
descending interval. This representation is equivalent to the popular +/-/0 or U/D/R
(up/down/repeat) representation. Q=[0 1 3] represents a quantization of intervals into five
levels, 0 for no change, + for an ascending half-step or whole-step (1 or 2 half-steps), ++ for
ascending at least a minor third (3 or more half-steps), - for a descending half-step or whole-
step, and -- for a descent of at least a minor third.



Thus, given a melody segment M and a resolution vector Q, we can get a unique contour
representation:

getTPB(M,Q) =< T, P,B > (Eq. 5-1)

For example, the TPB representation for the example in Figure 5-1 using Q=[0 1 3] is
<[2 4], [* 2 0 0], [1 2 2 3]>. The TPB representation for the example in Figure 5-2 using Q=[0
13] is <[3 4], [* 2 0 0], [3 4 4 5]>.

In our system, both the symbolic music corpora and hummed queries are converted into the
TPB format, so that the similarity between the song and the query can be measured by
matching the strings in TPB representations. Please note that the beat numbers in the query are
not necessarily to be absolute beat numbers as in the melody segments, but they must be
relatively correct (See Section 5.3.5).

5.1.5 Melody matching algorithms

All the following matching algorithms have been implemented in our QBH system, whose
performances will be compared in Chapter 7.

Dynamic Programming Matching Algorithm (DPM)

Dynamic programming has been used in most existing query-by-humming systems. The
algorithm only uses the pitch information for matching the query with melodies.

Dynamic programming is able to determine the best match of the two strings on a local basis.
For example, using the two melody fragments (typically one is a query and the other is a
melody segment), we would fill a matrix according to the following formula, where c
represents the matrix; q and p represent the query melody string and the piece to match against
respectively; index i ranges from 0 to query length and index] ranges from 0 to piece length:

c[i -1, j]+ d (i 1)

c[i,j-1]+d (j 1)
c[i, j]= min c[i -1, j -1]+ e (q[i]= p[j] and i, j 1) (Eq. 5-2)

c[i -1, j -1]+ m (q[i]# p[j])

0 o.w.

where d is the cost of an insert or delete, e is the cost of an exact match, and m is the cost of a
mismatch. We used d= 1, e = 0 and m = 1.



Melody String

* 0 0 -2 1 0 2 -1

* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
Query
String -2 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 2

1 3 2 2 1 1 2 2

2 4 3 3 2 1 1 1 2

0 5 4 3 3 2 1 2 2

Figure 5-3: Dynamic Programming Matching of the melody segment [* 0 0 -2 1 0 2 -1] and
the query [* 0 -2 1 2 0]. The optimal matching is marked by the arrows, which represent how
the value pointed to was calculated and can be followed to determine the parts that have been
aligned.

Figure 5-3 gives an example of using DPM to match the melody segment [* 0 0 -2 1 0 2 -1]
and the query [* 0 -2 1 2 0]. The optimal matching has a minimum cost of 1, which occurs in
one location. Tracing the path that led to the local minima results in the following matches of
the strings:

[ * 0 0 -2 1 0 2 -1 ]
[ * 0 -2 1 2 0 ]

DPM algorithm was evaluated to be the best similarity measure compared with all the other
previous matching methods proposed for the query-by-humming systems including n-gram
counting, the longest common subsequence and the Ukkonen measure. (Uitdenbogerd, 1999)

In our QBH system, to get the similarity score instead of the above cost measure, we simply
invert the sign of cost and normalize it to be between 0 and 1.

score = (-cost + QueryLength) / QueryLength (Eq. 5-3)

TPB Matching Algorithm I (TPBM-I)

This is an algorithm we proposed to compute the similarity score s of a melody segment
m =< T P,,,, B, > and a query q =< Tq, Pq, Bq> to evaluate how well they match. The

main difference between it and the DPM algorithm is that it considers both the rhythmic
information and the pitch information. A higher score indicates a better match. Both the
melody and the query must be converted into the TPB representation using the same
quantization vector Q.

TPBM-I algorithm:

(1) If the numerators of T and Tq are not equal, then return 0.

(2) Initialize the measure number, n = 1.
(3) Align P with P,,, from the nth measure of m.



(4) Calculate the beat similarity scores for each beat (see below).
(5) Average the beat similarity scores over the total number of beats in the query, resulting in

the overall similarity score starting at measure n: s,,.

(6) If n is not at the end of m, then n = n + 1 and repeat step 3.
(7) Return s = max {s, }, the best overall similarity score starting at a particular measure.

Algorithm for calculating the beat similarity score:
(1) Get the subsets of Pq and P that fall within the current beat as Sq and S,.

(2) i=1;j=1; s=0;

(3) while i i and j IS,,j
a. if Sq[i] = Sm [j] then

s=s+1; i=i+1; j=j+1;
b. else

k=j;
if Sq[i] # 0 then j=j+1;

if Sm[k]# 0 then i=i+1;

(4) return s = s jS .

Thus, the beat similarity score is between 0 and 1.

TPB Matching Algorithm II (TPBM-II)

TPBM-II is a generalized version of TPBM-I. Basically it ignores the time signature and meter
information. Only pitch contour and relative beat numbers are used in this algorithm.

TPBM-II algorithm:
(1) Initialize the beat number, n = 1.
(2) Align P with Pm from the n* beat of m.

(3) Calculate the beat similarity score as above.
(4) Average the beat similarity scores over the total number of beats in the query, resulting in

the overall similarity score starting at beat n: s,.

(5) If n is not at the end of m, then n = n + 1 and repeat step 2.
(6) Return s = max {s, }, the best overall similarity score starting at a particular beat.

5.1.6 Effectiveness of the representation and matching algorithms

We first need to propose some measures for evaluating the effectiveness of a melody
representation and a matching algorithm for melody retrieval purpose.

Two measures have been generally used in evaluating retrieval effectiveness in document
retrieval systems.

* Precision is defined as the proportion of retrieved documents which are relevant. Precision
can be taken as the ratio of the number of documents that are judged relevant for a
particular query over the total number of documents retrieved. For instance, if, for a
particular search query, the system retrieves two documents and the user finds one of them
relevant, then the precision ratio for this search would be 50%.



* Recall is defined as the proportion of relevant documents retrieved. Recall is considerably
more difficult to calculate than precision because it requires finding relevant documents
that will not be retrieved during users' initial searches. Recall can be taken as the ratio of
the number of relevant documents retrieved over the total number of relevant documents in
the collection. Take the above example. The user judged one of the two retrieved
documents to be relevant. Suppose that later three more relevant documents that the
original search query failed to retrieve were found in the collection. The system retrieved
only one out of the four relevant documents from the database. The recall ratio would then
be equal to 25% for this particular search.

Figure 5-4 shows the concepts of precision and recall. B={relevant documents}, C={retrieved
documents} and A = B r C. Thus, from the above definition,

Precision = A (Eq. 5-4)
C

A
Recall =- (Eq. 5-5)

B

B A |C

Figure 5-4: Concepts of Precision and Recall.

Theoretically, we would like to minimize C but maximize A to achieve maximum precision
and recall. In practice, however, increasing one measure may cause the other one to decrease.
So there is a trade-off between the two measures. The measures are affected by the matching
algorithm (similarity between the query and the document) and how many documents are
retrieved (similarity threshold).

In our particular case, we can still use the concepts while some special things need to be
considered. Since for our melody retrieval system, our main goal is to retrieve the song that is
exactly the one the user wants to look for and not the songs that sound similar in some sense to
the query, there should be only one song contained in B except that there might be several
copies in the database corresponding to the same song. If the right song is contained in the
retrieved songs, then recall=1. Ideally, the right song and only the song should have the
highest score, so that if we retrieve only one song with highest matching score, we will also get
precision=1.

However, such good performance is hard to achieve in practice. On one hand, we need the
representation and matching method to be strict enough, so that when the query in perfect, it
can guarantee that only the right song will get the matching score 1 and thus precision=]. To
this goal, exact matching is a good choice. On the other hand, we need the representation and
matching method to be loose enough, so that even if there are some errors in the query - it is
typically true - it still can get high matching score with the right song, so that it might be
retrieved and thus recall=1. To this goal, approximate matching is good.



Therefore, to solve the tradeoff, we need a good representation and matching algorithm that
can best characterize melodies and melodic similarity.

In (Kim, 2000), we did a complete evaluation of the TPB melody representation and TPBM-I
matching algorithm based on a small data set. Only perfect queries randomly generated from
the data set were used in the experiment. The results we got include:

Results I: Importance of rhythmic information.

In spite of anecdotal evidence (such as the examples from Section 5.1.3), we wanted to
explicitly verify the usefulness of rhythmic information in comparing melodic similarity. To
test this, we used the simplest contour (3-levels, Q=[0 1]) representations with and without the
rhythmic information. Our results clearly indicate that rhythmic information allows for much
shorter (and thus more effective) queries (Figure 5-5). A fewer number of matches indicates
better performance.

40
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E
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10 710-

5 7 10 1
query length (notes)

Figure 5-5: Importance of rhythmic information from (Kim, 2000).

Results II: Comparison of different quantization boundaries.

We examined 3-, 5-, and 7-level contour representations. For the 5- and 7-level contours, we
also examined a variety of quantization boundaries (different quantization vectors Q). The
results, in terms of average number of matches vs. query length (number of notes) are
presented below in Figures 5-6. It is clear that the performance of 5-level contours are
generally better than the 3-level contour, and 7-levels is better than that. For quantization
vectors, we limited our search to Qk = [0 1 x ...] cases only. Other values would have caused

repeated notes (no interval change) to be grouped in the same quantization level as some
amount of interval change, which does not make sense perceptually.
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Figure 5-6: Comparison of different quantization boundaries from (Kim, 2000).

It is an obvious result that greater numbers of levels in general result in more efficient searches.
Clearly, more levels means more information, meaning less notes are needed to converge to a
unique solution. What is more illuminating is that the best 5-level contour was able to equal the
performance of the 7-level contour based on the rather small data set. This suggests that a 5-
level contour may be an optimal tradeoff between efficiency and robustness to query variation
(more levels will cause more variations in queries).

Given our results, it is especially revealing to look at the histogram of interval occurrences in
our data set (Figure 5-7). From this histogram, it is clear why certain quantization levels
perform better than others. An optimal quantizer would divide the histogram into sections of
equal area. Thus, for a 5-level contour we would like each level to contain 20% of the data.
This is approximately true for the Q=[0 1 3] case, which has the best performance. No interval
change (0) occurs about 23% of the time. Ascending half-steps and whole-steps (+1 and +2)
are about 21% of the intervals, whereas descending half- and whole-steps (-1 and -2) represent
approximately 23%. Other choices for quantization boundaries clearly have less-optimal
probability distributions, which is why they do not perform as well.

Histogram of interval changes
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Figure 5-7: The interval histogram from (Kim, 2000).
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Figure 5-8: The interval histogram based on the QBH corpora (same as Figure 5-13-c).

Although the above experimental results were based on a very small data set, the interval
distribution of our current melody database (Figure 5-8) is amazingly similar to the smaller
data set we used in (Kim, 2000). And the statistics of folk music from different countries did
not reveal a significant cultural bias in the distribution of intervals (See Section 5.2.5).
Compared with results in Section 3.5, we may conclude that first-order pitch information
(interval distribution) usually cannot capture the statistical difference between music from
different cultures, while higher-order pitch information (e.g., modeled by HMM) can
significantly do better.

The demonstration of effectiveness of our representation and matching method in (Kim, 2000)
is limited though, because only perfect and randomly generated queries were used.
Experimental results based on much larger data set and real queries will be presented in
Chapter 7.

5.2 Melody Extraction

5.2.1 Problems

What is melody and how do humans perceive melody from a complex piece of music? Is it
possible to extract melodies from existing digital music corpora by machine and use them to
build a melody database for the retrieval purpose?

There could be two kinds of sources from which we extract melodies and build our melody
database: symbolic musical data (e.g., scores and MIDI) or acoustic musical data (i.e.,
waveform representation). In this system, we only use symbolic corpora, because extracting
melody from waveform representation involves the automatic transcription problem, which has
not yet been solved well.

All the source data are in various symbolic formats including NIFF (Notation Interchange File
Format), ALMA (Alphameric Language for Music Analysis), EsAC (Essen Associative Code),
**kem (a subset of Humdrum format) and MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface). They
are widely known in computer music community. (See Table 5-1 for detailed information.)



Table 5-1: Symbolic formats used in the QBH system

FORMATS ASCII/BINARY DEVELOPED BY
NIFF Binary several manufacturers

ALMA Ascii Murray Gould and George Logemann
**kem Ascii David Huron
EsAC Ascii Helmut Schaffrath
MIDI Binary MIDI Manufacturers Association

Extracting melody information from symbolic representations with a separate monophonic
melody track is relatively easy. I have developed a tool to manipulate this kind of corpora.
However, in many cases, a melody is contained in a polyphonic track. Extracting melody
information from such a polyphonic track is quite hard. It involves the melody perception
issue. When humans hear music, which is typically polyphonic, it is easy to identify where the
melody line is and to memorize it instead of the every detail of the music. The role that Gestalt
rules play in melody perception has been discussed in Section 3.3. We can view this problem
as a symbolic version of auditory scene analysis: how should we group the notes together to
construct the melody lines or more generally a perceptual object, once we can successfully
obtain the lower-level note events?

The following sections will describe our methods dealing with different types of symbolic
corpora.

5.2.2 Manipulating monophonic scores

All the score files we used to extract melody and build the melody database are monophonic,
corresponding to the melodies. They are from the same two sources used in Section 3.5:

" Helmut Schaffrath's Essen Folksong Collection which contains over 7,000 European
folk melodies encoded between 1982 and 1994;

" Donncha 6 Maidin's Irish Dance Music Collection.

These source data are in symbolic formats including NIFF, ALMA, EsAC and **kem.

We developed a tool based on the CPN View implemented by University of Limerick (Maidin,
1998) to extract the pitch and duration information from the above various score formats. CPN
View (Common Practice Notation View) is a library for building and manipulating
representations of notated scores in C++. It is designed for use in building end-user software
such as notation systems, music browsing systems and computer aided composition systems. It
is also suitable for building algorithms for music analysis. Currently, CPN View supports
symbolic formats including ALMA, Kern, EsAC and NIFF.

The information we want to extract, as described in Section 5.1, includes time signature, pitch
contour and absolute beat numbers. The algorithm is described in Figure 5-9.



Figure 5-9: Algorithm for extracting melody from monophonic scores.

5.2.3 Manipulating MIDI files with monophonic melody track

Most of the MIDI files we downloaded from the Internet have a separate monophonic melody
track and a special track name e.g., "melody", "vocal", "lead" etc. to identify this track. So
dealing with this kind of corpora is similar to working with monophonic scores. We need to
determine in which track the melody line is located according to the track name, and then
extract the time signature, pitch contour and beat number from it. The only differences are (1)
MIDI representation may not notate the music as accurately as the scores. Thus, to determine
the beat number of each note, we need to quantize the beat. (2) Time signature events are
usually in a different track instead of the melody track. The algorithm is described in Figure 5-
10.

All the MIDI files we deal with are in MIDI format 1. The absolute beat number is quantized in
the following way:

TicksPerBeat = PPQN * 4 / dd (Eq. 5-6)

where dd is the denominator of the time signature.

BeatPosition = TickNumber / TicksPerBeat - TickNumber / TicksPerBeatj
(Eq. 5-7)



T= ickNumber TicksPerBeatj +1; if BeatPosition QuantizeRat

LTickNumber TicksPerBeat]+ 2; if BeatPosition > QuantizeRat

(Eq. 5-8)

where QuantizeRat is a constant, which means the note
position within the beat will be quantized into the next beat.

appearing after the corresponding
It is set to be 15/16 in our system.

Mebody

Get the next event

Yes

Check the time signature
array

Figure 5-10: Algorithm for extracting melody from MIDIfiles with monophonic melody track.



5.2.4 Manipulating MIDI files with polyphonic melody track

In order to extract melodies reliably from polyphonic music files it is necessary to determine
what a person would perceive as the melody when he listens to music. The aspects about
melody perception have been presented in Section 3.3. The rules are rather complicated, while
in practice we have some straightforward methods.

Several papers have explored the way that groups of notes are perceived. Two simple rules are
generally used:

* A melody is heard as the figure if it is higher than the accompanying parts.
* Since melody is only considered as monophonic pitch sequence here, notes within a

melody should have no time overlap and usually be close to each other in time.

Although these rules are far from robust for all kinds of music, for example, if the upper notes
are constant and the lower notes form a more interesting pattern, then the lower notes will be
heard as the figure, it is effective for some music corpus. Uitdenbogerd (1998) and MidiLib
project proposed algorithms based on this simple rule, sometimes called the skyline algorithms,
which extract the highest pitch line as the melody line. The basic algorithm is: For each onset
time (a point on the time axis with at least one note onset) choose the note with the most
distinct feature (e.g., highest pitch). If necessary, this note's duration is shortened such that it
does not exceed the time between the actual and the next onset time. In principle, all variants of
the pitch based skyline algorithm extract sequences from the higher pitched regions of a piece
of music. Frequently, the computed extract jumps between a primary melody and
accompanying notes.

Another algorithm called melody-lines algorithm is also proposed by MidiLib project, which
aims at partitioning the polyphonic piece into a set of monophonic melodies. For this reason,
notes close to each other in time are grouped together. For each onset time, each note is
assigned with this onset time an existing melody line, which is "inaudible" at this time stamp.
In this, inaudible at a time stamp means that the last note of that melody line must have ended
before that time stamp. A basic criterion for the assignment of notes to melody lines is the
minimization of pitch differences of subsequent notes. Notes that cannot be assigned to
existing melody lines form new melody lines. In extending existing melodies, we only append
one note to one melody at one time stamp. Furthermore one has to take care not to introduce
long intervals containing pauses. The problems of this algorithm are: (1) it doesn't work with
homophonic music, in which separate melody lines don't exist at all; (2) local errors (with
regard to certain onset times) sometimes result in very chaotic melody extractions.

The algorithm we developed in our system to extract melody from MIDI files with separate
polyphonic melody track is a variation of the skyline algorithm. The revised skyline algorithm
adds one parameter called time overlap parameter (TOP), which can make the recognized
melody much cleaner than the classical skyline algorithm based on the test set provided by
Uitdenbogerd. The algorithm is described in Figure 5-11.



Identify the melody track according
the the track name

Sort all the notes in this track from
the highest pitch to the lowest

Get the next note n from the sorted
queue

getTOP(n)>T*

Yes Yes

No Remove the note from the track

More notes in queue?

No

The remaining notes in this track
corresponds to the monophonic

melody; call the algorithm for midi
files with monophonic melody track

End

Figure 5-11: The revised skyline algorithm for extracting melody from MIDI files with
polyphonic melody track.

the time overlap between note n and current melody line
getTOP(n) = (Eq. 5-9)

duration of note n

T* is a constant, which means that if the note overlaps too much with the current melody line, it
will not belong to the melody. It is configurable and was set to be 0.5 in our system.

One example of the classical skyline algorithm and the revised skyline algorithm is shown in
Figure 5-12. It is one song from the test set provided by Uitdenbogerd. The figure shows that
without considering the time overlap, the classical skyline algorithm extracted a very chaotic
melody with many accompanying notes.



(b)

Figure 5-12: One example of the classical skyline algorithm (a) and the revised skyline
algorithm (b).

In our system, for the MIDI corpora that might contain polyphonic melody tracks, we simply
use the polyphonic tool to process them first and then use the monophonic tool (as shown in
Section 5.2.3) to extract melody information.

5.2.5 Symbolic music corpora

This section gives some statistics of the symbolic music corpora we used in the QBH system.
The size of the melody database is shown in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2: Music corpora used in current QBH system.

Formats Suffixes Genres Quantity Sources
**kem .krn World folk 5109 Essen; Limerick
EsAC .esc World folk 1816 Essen; Limerick

ALMA .alm World folk 714 Essen; Limerick
NIFF .nif World folk 34 Essen; Limerick
MIDI .mid Classical, pop/rock 399 Internet

TOTAL: 8072 songs >536,181 notes contained in melodies



The histogram of the interval distribution is shown in Figure 5-13.
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Figure 5-13: Interval histograms. (a) The histogram of the world folk music scores (b) The
histogram of the MIDIfiles (c) The histogram of the whole music corpora.

5.3 Query Construction
Query construction here means to obtain the pitch contour and rhythmic information from the
hummed query.

The algorithm to obtain pitch contour must be real-time and quite robust. Human voice is the
stimuli to be tracked. Note segmentation is very important for the effectiveness of the system.
A revised amplitude-based note segmentation algorithm and the autocorrelation pitch tracking
algorithm have been implemented in the QBH system.
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To obtain rhythm from user's query is more complicated. We developed three different ways to
obtain the rhythmic information from hummed queries. The effectiveness, usability and
friendliness will be compared later in Chapter 7.

All the examples mentioned in the following sections were recorded using 8000Hz sampling
rate and obtained in the experiment that will be described in detail in Chapter 7. The
parameters were set experimentally based on this sampling rate.

5.3.1 Note segmentation

The purpose of note segmentation is to identify each note's onset and offset boundaries within
the acoustic signal. In order to allow segmentation based on the signal's amplitude, we ask the
user to sing using the syllables like da, thus separating notes by the short drop in amplitude
caused by the stop consonant. The following presents our note segmentation algorithm. Its
performance will be reported in Chapter 7.

Amplitude-based Note Segmentation Algorithm (ANS)

The representation used in this segmentation method is similar to the RMS power of the signal.
The amplitude is calculated by computing the spectrogram (e.g., 128 samples window length
for 8kHz sampling rate; 64 samples overlap; hanning window), summing the absolute values of
amplitude within human voice's frequency range (approximately below 1000Hz in our system)
in each window. Thus, we get an amplitude function A[w] where w is the window number
(Figure 5-14, 5-15, 5-16, 5-17).
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Figure 5-14: The waveform of one query: Over The Rainbow.
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Figure 5-15: The spectrogram of the query in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-16: Amplitude function A[w] of the query in Figure 5-14.

Figure 5-17: The score of the query in Figure 5-14.

A main difference of our method compared with previous amplitude based note segmentation
methods is that a set of dynamic thresholds aI[w] instead of one or two fixed thresholds are
used, with a note onset recorded when the power exceeds the threshold and a note offset
recorded when the power drops below the threshold.

In case the amplitude may exceed the thresholds for a short time due to the burst noise coming
from the microphone, we defined another threshold 1 (e.g., 10 windows, 88ms, i.e., a sixteen
note at a tempo of 180 beats per minute). Segments shorter than this threshold are discarded.

The segmentation algorithm is as follows:
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(1) Compute the global threshold

aG =0.3 - ZA[w] (Eq. 5-10)

(2) Set the dynamic size d (e.g., 125).
(3) Set the current starting point v =1.

(4) From v to |wI, divide A[w] into n fragments, each of which contains d windows (except

the last fragment which may have less than d windows).
(5) Compute the threshold for each fragment i. Assume that it contains di windows.

A 1

aF Ii] =max{. 7 --- ZA[w, aG } (Eq. 5-11)
diw within

segment i

(6) Compute the threshold for each window w. Assume that window w is contained in the
fragment i.

^[w] = aF [i] (Eq. 5-12)

(7) Use d[w] to segment the first note from v to Iwi, with the note onset w recorded when the
power exceeds the threshold and the note offset w2 recorded when the power drops below
the threshold.

(8) Set the current starting point v = w 2 +1. Go to step (4).

The segmentation process is illustrated in Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19. Thresholds d[w] for
segmenting each note are shown in the Figure 5-18 by horizontal lines.
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Figure 5-18: The dynamic segmentation thresholds of the query in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-19: The note segmentation and the pitch tracking results of the query in Figure 5-14
using ANS.

This example shows that using one fixed threshold (indicated by the longest horizontal line in
Figure, 5-18) instead of the dynamic thresholds cannot segment all the notes correctly, because
the amplitude may vary during the query; one best threshold for the whole query does not exist.

Amplitude-based note segmentation algorithms have add/drop errors occasionally. For
example, when the amplitude of one note is not stable, which may rise and fall so as to cross
the threshold several times, this note will be segmented into several notes and thus add errors
occur. When drop in amplitude between the consecutive notes is not clear, drop errors occur.
Using dynamic thresholds can significantly reduce add/drop errors, but cannot eliminate all of
them.

5.3.2 Pitch tracking

Pitch is actually a perceptual concept, but in this thesis pitch tracking means to find the
fundamental frequency (f) of the acoustic signals.

Considerations in choosing a pitch tracker include frequency range, frame rate, computation
time, error rate, and resistance to noise. Some system specifications also affect the accuracy of
the pitch tracker, including dynamic range of the microphone, sampling frequency, and
amplitude quantization.

The pitch tracking algorithms can be divided into three categories (Rabiner, 1976) (Roads,
1994):

(1) Time domain algorithms, which operate directly on the waveform to estimate the pitch
period. For these pitch trackers the measurements most often made are peak and valley
measurements, zero-crossing measurements, and autocorrelation measurements. The basic
assumption is that if a quasi-periodic signal has been suitably processed to minimize the
effects of the formant structure then simple time-domain measurements will provide good
estimates of the period. Classical algorithms include zero-crossing periodicity detector,
peak periodicity detector, autocorrelation pitch detector, etc.

(2) Frequency domain algorithms, which use the property that if the signal is periodic in the
time domain, then the frequency spectrum of the signal will consist of a series of impulses



at the fundamental frequency and its harmonics. Thus simple measurements can be made
on the frequency spectrum of the signal (or a nonlinearly transformed version of it as in the
cepstral pitch detector) to estimate the period of the signal. Classical algorithms include
STFT-based pitch detector, adaptive filter pitch detector, tracking phase vocoder analysis,
cepstrum analysis, etc.

(3) Time- and frequency-domain algorithms, which incorporate features of both the time-
domain and the frequency-domain approaches to pitch tracking. For example, a hybrid
pitch tracker might use frequency-domain techniques to provide a spectrally flattened time
waveform, and then use autocorrelation measurements to estimate the pitch period.

Since developing robust and fast pitch tracking algorithm is not the focus of this thesis and a
universal pitch tracking algorithm has not been developed - each algorithm has its own
advantages and disadvantages, we chose a most widely used algorithm Autocorrelation in our
system. The resulting pitch sequence will be quantized for melody matching according to the
quantization vector Q (refer to Section 5.1.4). For example, the frequencies of two consecutive
notes are f, and f 2, and Q = [0 1 3]. The pitch contour between these two notes will be

intv(f1 , f 2 ) = [12- log 2 (f 2 / f 1 ) + 0.5 (Eq. 5-13)

0 , intv =0

cont(fi, f 2)= sign(intv(f1 , f 2)) , intv = ±1,±2 (Eq. 5-14)

sign(intv(f1 , f2) .2 , o.w.

Autocorrelation (AUTO)

Autocorrelation is one of the classical pitch trackers. The autocorrelation function is computed
by Equation 5-15:

1 N-d
rN[d] =- x[n]x[n + d] (Eq. 5-15)

Nn=

where N is the frame size,
d is a positive delay,
x[n] is the signal, which is must be zero outside the frame, and

rN[d] is the autocorrelation at delay d.

By calculating the correlation between the signal and an increasingly delayed version of itself,
the highest level of correlation can be found. This maximum in the autocorrelation function
will occur at multiples of the pitch period length, allowing the frequency of the signal to be
calculated. By itself, autocorrelation is prone to be influenced by the strong formant structure
in speech, making it subject to harmonic errors (Hess, 1983). In our system, some simple rules
were used to reduce the harmonic errors.

5.3.3 Interfaces for obtaining beat information

Two interfaces have been implemented to obtain the beat information from hummed queries.



Interface I (INTF-I)

The usage of this interface is as follows:
(1) The user inputs the numerator of the time signature and a proper tempo for a query.
(2) When the user begins to record a query, there will be a drum track playing at the same time

based on the time signature and the tempo. Drum signals on strong beats are different from
those on weak beats, so that the user can easily identify measures based on the rhythmic
pattern.

(3) The user hums the melody with the drum signals. It can start from any measure, not
necessarily from the first measure.

(4) Since most current sound cards support to record only the sound from the microphone, the
recorded queries will not include the drum signals. Ideally, the users can use headphone to
hear the drum signals, so that the drum signals will not be recorded in the hummed queries.
The time when each drum signal occurs will be stored in a separate file for later query
construction.

Thus, we can obtain all the information necessary for melody matching using TPBM-I from the
recorded waveform query and the stored timing information, including

" Meter, which is actually the numerator of the time signature
" Pitch contour
" Relative beat number of each note, which remains the relative position within the

measure

Interface II (INTF-II)

The usage of this interface is as follows. When the user begins to record a query, he needs to
indicate the onset of each beat by clicking the mouse while he is humming. The drum signal
will be played when the user clicks the mouse. It simulates people's habit of using hand or foot
tapping the beat when humming songs. Similarly, the recorded queries will not include the
drum signals. The time when the user clicks each beat will also be stored in a separate file for
later query construction.

By this interface, we can only obtain the pitch contour information and the relative beat
numbers, which may not remain the relative positions within measures, from the recorded
waveform query and the stored timing information. Thus, TPBM-I matching method cannot be
used for queries by interface INTF-II, while only TPBM-II or DPM matching method can be
used.

5.3.4 Automatic beat tracking

The possibility of automatically extracting rhythmic information from the hummed queries was
also explored in the QBH project. An Optimal Alignment Method (OAM) is proposed as
follows.

Previous research on tempo or rhythm analysis of acoustic musical signals or music scores was
mainly based on fairly long music fragments, while rhythm analysis of short hummed queries
has not yet been conducted.

Additionally, building a system that can make rapid judgment about rhythm from a few
hummed notes can help people learn more about humans' perception of rhythm.



The Optimal Alignment Method (OAM) described in the following extracts beat information
that consists of the tempo of the query and the temporal position of each beat. In this thesis, we
call one possible arrangement of temporal positions of beats as an Alignment. It can be fully
specified by two parameters: tempo (r ) and the onset of the first beat (p ) as shown in Figure
5-20. Please note that the alignment shown in Figure 5-20 is apparently a poor one. Figure 5-21
shows alignments with different r and pa.
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Figure 5-20: The description of r (the tempo), p (the onset of the first beat) and a (the onset

of the first note).
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Figure 5-21: In the first column are three different alignments whose onsets of the first beat
are the same, but tempos are different. In the second column are three different alignments
whose tempos are the same, but onsets of the first beat are different.

Assumptions

The hummed queries are usually very short; they may last for only a few seconds and include
several notes. Since the information is limited, we need some assumptions as our prior
knowledge for solving the problem.

Assumption 1:
Since the query is short, we can assume that the tempo remains constant across the whole
query. That means, r doesn't change.

2000

2000

2000



Assumption 2:
Due to the limitation of humans' singing, the tempo of hummed queries tends not to be too fast
or too slow.

Assumption 3:
The onset of the first note is also the onset of the first beat in the query. Thus, p equals a.

Optimal Alignment Method I (OAM-I)

The basic idea of this method is to find the most likely alignment. In OAM-I, all the three
above assumptions are assumed to be true. Thus, p will be the onset of the first note and we
only need to find the optimal tempo r . The following gives the description of OAM-I.

Step 1: Extract the note onsets from the hummed querv using ANS

Step 2: Calculate the likelihood of each note onset given an aliznment

The key part of our problem is to define the likelihood of an alignment. Given the alignment
and the onset position of one note, we first need to compute which beat and at what point
relatively within that beat the note will fall into and then calculate the likelihood of such a
position. The principle we used for calculating the likelihood is that the note onsets are not
equally likely to occur at any positions within a beat. For example, more notes would occur at
the beginning of the beat than at one-third part from the beginning of the beat. Thus, we
attempted to incorporate this prior knowledge into our method. Empirically, we set the
likelihood L(t) of each position within one beat to be as shown in Figure 5-22. It can be
calculated using Eq. 5-16 to Eq. 5-19.
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Figure 5-22: Onset likelihoods within one beat. Above: Ld(t) Below: Lc (t)

Lc(t) denotes the onset likelihoods within one beat:

Lc(t) = LA(NN(t)) (Eq. 5-16)

where t e [0,1) is the relative onset position within one beat. It is computed from the onset's
absolute time t., the tempo r and the onset of the first beat p, as shown in Eq. 5-17. Please
note that p here is fixed to be the onset time of the first note a in OAM-I.

t = (t, - P)* r -L(t, - p)* vrJ (Eq. 5-17)

NN(t) is used to find the nearest neighbor of t in T={0, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 9/10, 1}:

NN(t) = arg min(abs(t -s)) (Eq. 5-18)
seT

2



Ld (t) denotes the onset likelihood within one beat at positions in T:

Ld (t)= 1 -(t) + 0.5 -,5(t -1 / 2)

+0.2.5(t -1/4)+0.2 -5(t - 3/4) (Eq. 5-19)

+ 0.1 -(t -1/3) + 0.1 - (t -2/3)

+0 -9(t - 9 /10) +1 -((t -1)

where 
t=0

0, t#w

The intuitive meaning of this definition is: notes occur most often at the beginning of beats,
less often the half way positions, then the quarter positions, and rarely the one-third positions
(for triples). We did not divide further because note onsets in hummed queries may not be
obtained precisely and usually hummed queries will not be that complicated. For positions
other than T={0, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 9/10, 1}, we simply find its nearest neighbor in T and
assign its value. Please note that the weights used in Ld (t) were empirically set, but it could

also be computed statistically from some music collections.

Step 3: Calculate the likelihood of an alignment

Here, we want to incorporate our second assumption: the tempo 1 should not be too fast or too
slow. We introduced a tempo preference function, which is shown in Figure 5-23 and Equation
5-20. It is a Gaussian function centered at an average tempo T, e.g., 1.6 beat per second
(96bpm) in our configuration.
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Figure 5-23: Tempo preference function L,(r)

L(r) = e~-T (Eq. 5-20)

Now, to calculate the likelihood of the alignment, we can average the likelihood of each onset
we have got in step 2 and then weight it by the tempo preference function, as shown in Eq. 5-
21. The results of this step are shown in Figure 5-24.

ILc (NN(t,)

)= -L,() (Eq. 5-21)
n

where n is the number of notes in the query.
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Alignment likelihoods L(r) - the maximum corresponds to the optimal

Step 4: Choose the alignment with the maximum likelihood

We can calculate the likelihoods of a set of alignments (here means different tempos) given a
query and then the alignment with the maximum likelihood will be chosen as the optimal
alignment. Figure 5-25 shows the optimal alignment we chose for the example in Figure 5-14,
which corresponds to the maximum in Figure 5-24.

Query: Over The Rainbow
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Figure 5-25: The optimal alignment of the query in Figure 5-14 using OAM-I.

Optimal Alignment Method II (OAM-II)

In Optimal Alignment Method II (OAM-I), the third assumption may not hold (It rarely
happens though). Thus, we need to choose both the optimal tempo (r ) and the optimal starting
position (p ). The algorithm is similar to OAM-I except that when we try different alignments,
we should not only change the tempos, but also the onset of the first beat.

Y LjNN(t,))

L(r, p)= L (T) (Eq. 5-22)
n



where t, e [0,1) is the relative onset position within one beat. It can also be computed using

1
Eq. 5-17. But p here can vary from a -- to a.

T

The result using OAM-II on the above example is shown in Figure 5-26. Please note that the
likelihoods in the figure at X = 0 = p = a are the same as the results using OAM-I. Thus,
OAM-II is a generalized version of OAM-I. When the onset of the first note is also the onset of
the first beat in the query (it is typically true), the results of OAM-I and OAM-II should be
equal, though OAM-II will be slower. Otherwise, if the assumption is not true (usually because
the onset position of the first note is not determined precisely or the first note in the query does
start in the middle of a beat), OAM-II will get different results.
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Figure 5-27: The optimal alignment of the query in Figure 5-14 using OAM-II.
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Similar to INTF-I, we can only obtain the pitch contour information and the relative beat
numbers from the recorded waveform queries, which may not remain the relative positions
within measures. Thus, TPBM-I matching method cannot be used for queries by OAM, while
only TPBM-II or DPM matching method can be used.

5.3 5 Query representation

The final query will be converted into ASCII CGI format to be transmitted to the server side
for matching. The information capsulated in this format includes:

(1) Which matching algorithm to be used for this query: 1 for TPBM-I; 2 for TPBM-II; and 3
for DPM.

(2) How many most similar songs should be returned.
(3) Quantization vector Q.
(4) Time signature of the song. For TPBM-II or DPM, this field will be ignored.
(5) Pitch contour vector.
(6) Beat numbers vector. For DPM, this field will be ignored.

For example, the Over The Rainbow query in CGI format would be

http://bop.media.mit.edu/scripts/server.exe?mtype=l&maxnum=10&levels=0 1 3&timesig=4
4&pitch=100 2 -1 -2 1 1 1 -2 2 -1&beat=1 3 5 5 6 7 8 9 11 13

which indicates that

(1) TPBM-I algorithm will be used for matching ("mtype=l ");
(2) Ten most similar songs will be returned ("maxnum= 10");
(3) Quantization vector Q = [0 1 3] ("levels=0_1_3");

(4) Time signature is 4/4 ("timesig=4_4");
(5) Pitch contour vector is [100 2 -1 -2 1 1 1 -2 2 -1] where 100 indicates the beginning

("pitch=100_2_-l_-2_1_1_1 -2 2 -1");
(6) Beat numbers vector is [1 3 5 5 6 7 8 9 11 13] ("beat=13_5_5_6_7_8_9_11_13"). The

beat numbers should still remain the relative positions within measures, but not necessarily
to be the same as the absolute beat numbers. That is, beat numbers [1 3 5 5 6 7 8 9 11 13]
or [5 7 9 9 10 11 12 13 15 17] will give the exactly the same results given the meter is 4.





CHAPTER 6 IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

This chapter presents some technical details to build the QBH system efficiently, including the
database indexing, the server implementation and the client implementation. We also built an
ActiveX control version of QBH Client, so that we can embed our client application into web
pages.

6.1 Database Indexing
To make the system more time efficient, we built a set of persistent objects, melody description
objects, containing all the information needed for matching. Once QBH Client sends a request
to QBH Server, the server will load all the objects into memory first and then do the matching.
Thus, the persistent objects act as an efficient indexing of the song database. Please note,
database in this thesis is in its broader sense -- it means all the target songs and their indices
that are currently stored in the file system, not a strictly speaking database. However, for a
much larger music corpus, using a real database system instead of the file system should be
more efficient and easier to maintain. In that case, we can still use our persistent objects as
indexing by adding one more field pointing to the key of the song in the database; or use the
indexing mechanism supported by some database systems in a similar way.

The structure of the melody description objects is shown in Figure 6-1. The objects were built
using the melody extraction tool we developed in Section 5.2.

Data set object

Melody array Modify flag nmelodiesname

Melody Melody

Melody object

Number of Melody
Melody segment File name Title Genre Country Composer Time Source Annotation

segments array

Melody Melody
segment segment

Melody segment object

arbngflg tINumerator of Denominator Segment Pitch contour Beat number
signature signature length vector vector

Figure 6-1: Persistent melody description objects for database indexing.

6.2 QBH Server Implementation
Both QBH Server and QBH Client were implemented on MS Windows platform and
developed using Microsoft Visual C++.

We are currently using Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) as our web server, but other
web servers on Windows platform supporting CGI can certainly be adopted as well. QBH
Server performs as a CGI program, which will be called by the web server. Thus, the web



server obtains the query from QBH Client and passes the query
Server performs as shown in Figure 6-2:

Initialize; load the melody
description objects and the query

Parse the query

Match the query with the melodies
using the matching algorithm

indicated in the query

to QBH Server. Then, QBH

Find the most similar songs and
sort them

Save the query and its results into
the log file

Return the results to the client

Figure 6-2: Procedure of QBH Server.

6.3 QBH Client Implementation
QBH Client (Figure 6-3) records the hummed melodies, constructs queries, sends them to QBH
Server and plays the results. It performs as shown in Figure 6-4. The waveform recording and
playback part was developed using MS DirectSound. The MIDI playback was developed using
Media-player ActiveX control. All the pitch tracking and beat tracking algorithms were
implemented using Matlab; and then the Matlab programs were compiled using Matlab MCC
and embedded into C++ code.

Figure 6-3: Interface of QBH Client.



Figure 6-4: Procedure of QBH Client.

6.4 AXClient - AxtiveX Implementation of QBH Client
We also implemented an ActiveX version of QBH Client - AXClient. AXClient can be
embedded directly into the web page. Users can run AXClient by clicking the link in a web
page using Windows Internet Explorer without installing it in advance (Figure 6-5).



Figure 6-5: The web page embedded with QBH AXClient.

ActiveX controls are the third version of OLE controls (OCX), providing a number of
enhancements specifically designed to facilitate distribution of components over high-latency
networks and to provide integration of controls into Web browsers.

We chose ActiveX instead of Java applet to fulfill the goal of allowing QBH Client to be
embedded into web pages, because a Java applet has more security constraints, which make it
difficult to manipulating client side hardware (sound card) directly and write the temporary
sound files in the local machine. Since sound recording in Java applets is implemented by
JVM, currently, the sound quality recorded by most major JVMs is very poor. On the other
hand, sound recording in ActiveX control is by direct system call, so the recording sound
quality is good. Additionally, ActiveX (executable binary code) runs faster than Java applets
(bytecode interpreted by JVM).

The structure of QBH AXClient is illustrated in Figure 6-6. We built QBH AXClient by
wrapping the standalone QBH Client in the ActiveX control shell. Then we packed QBH
AXClient in a compressed cabinet file ("QBHweb.cab") along with other necessary files, such
as Matlab libraries, and signed the file, so that users can download it faster and verify it before
running.

Figure 6-6: Structure of QBHAXClient.



CHAPTER 7 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

This chapter presents our experiments and the results for evaluating the system. The
experiment procedure, the data set, apparatus and subjects are described. The accuracy of our
note segmentation, pitch tracking and beat tracking algorithms is presented. The statistics of
the hummed queries, including histograms of pitches, intervals, query lengths and tempi, are
shown. The effectiveness of interfaces and algorithms based on both perfect queries and real
queries is presented at last. Experimental results demonstrate that our methods combining both
pitch and rhythmic information do help improving the effectiveness of the query-by-humming
system.

7.1 Method

7.1.1 Procedure

Ten musically trained and untrained subjects participated in the experiment. There are two
primary goals of this experiment. One is to collect some hummed queries to adjust the
parameters used in the algorithms and to test the QBH system. The other is to explore the
melody perception issues involved in such a system. For example, what is the typical tempo
and length the subjects hum as a query? How accurate can the subjects memorize and hum the
melody in terms of both pitch and rhythm? Are there any significant differences between
professionals and amateurs?

The procedure of the experiment was as follows.

1) The experimenter explained the procedure and the purposes of the experiment,
demonstrated how to run QBH Client, e.g., how to choose different interfaces or
algorithms, record queries and search. At least one practice trial was used to familiarize the
subject with the experimental procedure and to set the amplification at a comfortable
listening level.

2) The subject chose at least 5 familiar songs from a web page including hundreds of well-
known pop or classical songs. Then he wrote down the titles, genres and how well he knew
the songs.

3) For each song, the subject hummed the melody to let the system search the song in the
whole database (about 8000 songs). All the subjects were told to hum the queries with
syllable da. The subject could determine from where and how long he hummed the melody
for each query. In the query process, different algorithms might be used.

4) The computer returned ten songs with highest matching scores. The subject judged which
one was correct. If the correct song was among the returned songs, the subject went on to
the next song in his query list; otherwise, if the correct song was not among the retuned
songs, he could either skip the current song to search the next one in his query list or hum
the current one once more to repeat searching.

5) Finally, the subject was asked to fill in a questionnaire.



The subject was allowed to play the songs linked in the web page before he hummed the
melody to make sure that it was the song he knew, but he was not encouraged to do so. The
subjects were encouraged to proceed at their own pace. All the subjects took one to two hours
to complete the experiment, which depended on the number of queries.

All the hummed queries, constructed ASCII queries and the configurations (algorithms,
interfaces, parameters that were configured in the option dialog) the subjects chose for the
queries correspondingly were stored in the local machine, so that the experimenter can analyze
all the data offline.

All the subjects were randomly divided into two groups with 5 subjects each. Subjects in
Group A participated in the pilot experiments, whose goal was to test the experiment
equipment and the stability of the system. Subjects in Group A were told to use any
combinations of algorithms and interfaces they prefer for each song. The experimenter was
present when the subject did the queries to check the experiment pace and problems involved.

Subjects in Group B participated in the formal experiments. They were told to use four
different combinations of algorithms/interfaces for each song. The four combinations were: (1)
using TPBM-I for matching and INTF-I for obtaining rhythmic information. (2) using TPBM-
II for matching and INTF-II for obtaining rhythmic information. (3) using TPBM-II for
matching and OAM-I for obtaining rhythmic information. (4) using DPM for matching and
thus rhythmic information was not necessary. Therefore, the subjects needed to hum at least
three times for one queried song, corresponding to the first three combinations respectively,
and the last combination can use any of the three queries (say, the third query) by just changing
the matching algorithm without humming once more. The experimenter was not present when
the subject started the queries after the practical trial demonstrating the subject had already
been able to use the software.

7.1.2 Query data set

All the songs linked in the experiment web page were MIDI files downloaded from the
Internet. They were classified into English pop (about 300 pieces), Chinese pop (about 100
pieces), Christmas songs (about 20 pieces) and classical songs (about 10 pieces). The subject
could first go into a specific category through the corresponding link and then browse to find
his familiar songs. All the songs within one category were listed in alphabet order based on the
titles and with a MIDI files linked to each title. Most of the songs were well-known pieces,
especially for subjects from English-speaking countries or Chinese-speaking countries.

All these MIDI files were assumed to have monophonic melody tracks and inserted into the
melody database using the algorithm described in Figure 5-10. Through the experiment, we
found several MIDI files only had polyphonic melody tracks or had no melody tracks at all,
which caused corresponding search failures. But this kind of files were no more than 10% of
all the MIDI files contained in the experiment web page by analyzing the experiment result and
no more than 1% of all the files contained in the melody database because MIDI files
converted from score files (>7000/8000) did not have such errors. In the following, the failures
caused by this kind of score errors will be denoted as SCORE ERR.

7.1.3 Apparatus

Both QBH Client and QBH Server run on the same laptop PC machine for all the experiments.
The client and the server communicated locally. The experiments were done at a soundproof
booth to prevent environmental noise.



All the experiments for Group B were done using exactly the same facilities. The same headset
with microphone for PCs was used for sound recording and playback.
In the pilot experiments for Group A, the subjects were using different microphones. Some of
the subjects used headphones, while others did not.

7.1.4 Subjects

The subjects were recruited with emails. All subjects were from colleges or companies around
Cambridge. Table 7-1 to Table 7-7 show the demographic information about the ten subjects'
profile and musical background. The statistics of the subjects show that most subjects
participating in our experiments did not have special singing training or professional music
background. They were typically amateurs who like singing. We can expect that for future
query-by-humming applications these people will be the major part of the users.

Table 7-1: Subjects'gender.

Male Female
Group A 3 2
Group B 2 3

Table 7-2: Subjects' age.

23-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 >60
GroupA 2 1 1 0 1
Group B 3 0 2 0 0

Table 7-3: Subjects' occupation.

Undergraduate Graduate Professor Other Non-
student student academic academic

GroupA 0 1 2 1 1
GroupB 0 4 0 0 1

Table 7-4: Subjects' native language.

English speaker Chinese speaker Spanish speaker
Group A 3 1 1
Group B 3 2 0

Table 7-5: Subjects' music experience.

Music Amateur who Amateur who only Not a
major likes practicing likes appreciating music fan

Group A 2 1 2 0
Group B 1 4 0 0

Table 7-6: Subjects'singing experience.

Professional Amateur who Amateur who likes Someone who
likes singing and singing but seldom does not like

practices a lot practices singing
Group A 1 1 3 0
Group B 0 3 2 0



Table 7-7: Subjects' score reading experience.

0 (none) 1 2 3 4 (proficient)
GroupA 1 1 1 0 2
Group B 0 0 2 2 1

7.2 Results

7.2.1 Note segmentation and pitch tracking

It is difficult to precisely evaluate the accuracy of the note segmentation and pitch tracking
algorithm, because the procedure cannot be automatic. My method is that I listened to each
query and then compared it with the transcription done by the computer. Thus, the note
segmentation errors and harmonic errors in pitch tracking can be easily found, while the
precision errors in pitch tracking were hard to be found. The main criteria for evaluating the
pitch tracking accuracy is that the relationship between continuous notes (intervals) should be
roughly correct. In this way, the errors that were not detected should be very limited.

Table 7-8 shows the statistics of the note segmentation and the pitch tracking error rate based
on hummed queries by subjects in Group B. The errors are divided into three categories: drop
errors (losing notes or merging notes), add errors (adding notes) and harmonic/pitch errors.
Please note that the drop errors are mainly due to the deficit of the note segmentation
algorithm, but they might also be caused by the pitch tracking errors (especially harmonic
errors), because in our note segmentation algorithm, if the note pitch is detected to be out of
range between 100Hz and 1000Hz, the note will be discarded. It happened rarely that some
subjects hummed notes beyond this frequency range.

Table 7-8: Note segmentation and pitch tracking errors based on hummed queries by subjects
in Group B.

Drop errors Add errors Harmonic/pitch errors Total errors
Sub. 1 2.7% 0.4% 0 3.1%
Sub. 2 7.7% 0.7% 0.5% 8.9%
Sub. 3 3.6% 0 3.6% 7.2%
Sub. 4 1.4% 1.7% 1.4% 4.5%
Sub. 5 2.3% 0.5% 0.6% 3.4%

Average 3.4% 0.9% 0.9% 5.2%

7.2.2 Automatic beat tracking

It is also hard to precisely define and evaluate the accuracy of the beat tracking algorithm. My
method is that I listened to each query, judged the rhythmic structure of the query (where beats
should occur) and then compared it with the beat tracking result computed by the computer.
The beat tracking results were represented in two ways:

(1) Visual representation: The query is represented as horizontal lines indicating notes
obtained from the note segmentation and pitch tracking algorithm, and vertical lines
indicating beats computed by the beat tracking algorithm.



Figure 7-1: The interface for displaying pitch tracking and beat tracking results.

(2) Audio representation: The query can be played back with drum signals added at the
positions where beats occur according to the algorithm, so that the experimenter or users
can easily judge if the beat tracking result is correct.

Table 7-9 shows the statistics of the beat tracking performance using different algorithms based
on hummed queries by subjects in Group B. If there are multiple queries corresponding to one
target song and the beat tracking results of one or more of the queries are correct (may not be
all), then the beat tracking result of the trail for the song is counted as correct. Besides OAM-I
and OAM-II, we also tried OAM-I with simplified Lc (t) (shown in Figure 7-2) and OAM-I

without considering the tempo preference factor. The results demonstrate that both OAM-I and
OAM-II performed above 70% correct, while III and IV performed slightly worse.

Table 7-9: The performances of the algorithms. I: OAM-I; II: OAM-I; III: OAM-I with
simplified onset position likelihood within one beat; IV: OAM-I with equally likely tempos. q:
correct; X: wrong; 2: the tracked tempo is twice faster; %2: the tracked tempo is twice slower;
1/3: the tracked tempo is three times slower.

Note# I II III IV
Subject 1 1 16 4 4 4 4

2 36 % / 1/2 %2
3 18 4 X 4 2
4 19 4 4 1/3 4
5 21 X X X X
6 50 4 X X 4
7 32 % 2 /2

Subject 2 1 21 X 4 2 2
2 22 4 4 4 2
3 22 4 4 4 2
4 31 4 4 4 2
5 18 4 4 4 4
6 14 X 4 X X
7 38 4 4 4 4
8 15 4 4 4 4



9 16 4 4 4 4
10 16 44 4 4
11 15 4 4 4 4

Subject 3 1 22 4 4 4 2
2 9 4 4 4
3 17 X X X X
4 17 4 4 4 4
5 10 4 4 4 4
6 15 X 4 x 4
7 8 4 x 44

Subject 4 1 15 4 4 4 4
2 31 4 x 4 4
3 31 4 4 4 4
4 30 4 4 4 4
5 23 4 4 4 4
6 31 4 x 4 4
7 24 4 4 4 4

Subject 5 1 16 X X X X
2 13 4 4 4 4
3 25 X X 2 X
4 19 4 4 x 4
5 16 X X 4 x
6 15 x 4 4 x
7 14 4 4 4 2
8 16 44 4 4
9 30 44 4 4
10 25 2 X 2 X
11 24 4 4 4 4
12 22 X 4 X 2
13 15 4 4 4 4

Accuracy 71% 71% 69% 62%
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Figure 7-2: Simplfied onset likelihood within one beat.

Please note that the rhythmic patterns of the queries were often but not always consistent with
rhythmic patterns of the queried songs, because the subjects sometimes transformed the rhythm



of the original piece. Later results (Section 7.2.4) will show that some subjects tend to do so
due to inaccuracy of the long-time music memory.

The performance of Optimal Alignment Method (OAM) demonstrates that computer
determination of beat information from hummed queries is feasible.

We have also tried to determine the musical meter from the hummed queries: the time
signature and each beat's position within a measure based on principles that the number of note
occurrences depends upon the meter, the highest number is at the position of the beginning of
the measure, and listeners attempt to place long notes on strong beats (Brown, 1993) (Howell,
1985). However, the results did not turn out to be accurate. One reason is that the query is too
short to accumulate sufficient information for such judgment. This is consistent with humans'
perception: although listeners attempt to establish a metrical analysis as soon as possible
(Howell, 1985), sufficient clues and long enough time are needed.

One interesting thing is that when human listeners listen to hummed queries, they feel easier to
perceive the rhythmic patterns of some queries, while they feel those of others somewhat
ambiguous. This could be determined by the singer's singing ability, the song's rhythm and the
listener's familiarity with the song (music memory). In our experiment, the likelihood L gives a
measure of certainty of the rhythm. The correlation between this measurement and humans'
actual rhythm perception can be explored in the future.

7.2.3 Statistics of the hummed queries

The following statistics is based on the hummed queries by subjects in Group B. All the data
were computed automatically using ANS note segmentation and AUTO pitch tracking
algorithms. The tempo related data were obtained using INTF-I, INTF-II and OAM-I
respectively according to the subjects' options. The error rates of these algorithms have been
presented in Section 7.2.1 and Section 7.2.2.

Pitch histograms (in Hz) of the hummed queries

Since the perceived pitch is a logarithmic transformation of frequency, the bins of the
histogram were not equally spaced, instead, they were divided in this way:

Ci+1 = 21/12 (Eq. 7-1)Ci
where Ci. 1 and Ci are the centers of the (i+1)'h and the ih bins respectively. Thus, the range of
each bin is roughly one semitone.

Pitch histogram of subject I in group B Pitch histogram of subject 2 in group B
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Figure 7-3: Pitch histograms of the hummed queries by subjects in Group B. Subjects 1 and 3
are male. Subjects 2, 4 and 5 are female.

Figure 7-3 shows that usually people do not hum too high or too low for the queries. 100Hz to
350Hz might be the typical range for both female and male users.

Interval histograms (in semitones) of the hummed queries
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Figure 7-4: Interval histograms of the hummed queries by subjects in Group B.
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Figure 7-6: The interval histogram of the whole music corpora (same as Figure 5-13-c).

Comparing the interval histogram of the hummed queries with that of the whole music corpora,
it is very interesting to see that the queries tend to have smaller interval changes. The reasons
for this phenomenon might be:

" It is easier for people to memorize the parts of melodies with smaller interval changes,
which should also be the "hook" of the melody.

* People tend to pick the parts with smaller interval changes for query, because it is
easier to sing.

* People tend to compress wide intervals and stretch small ones.

It is not clear though which reason contributes more to this phenomenon.

There are more intervals of minor second (one semitone) appearing in the hummed queries. It
should be caused by the inaccuracies of the users' singing and the pitch tracking algorithm.

Query length histograms (number of notes per query) of the hummed queries
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Figure 7-7: Query length histograms of the hummed queries by subjects in Group B.

Please note that the queries with no notes correspond to the situations that the subjects clicked
the recording button but hummed nothing. The histograms show that a typical query contains
ten to thirty and often less than twenty notes.

Query length histograms (seconds per query) of the hummed queries
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Figure 7-8: Query length histograms of the hummed queries by subjects in Group B.

Similar to the above, the queries with 0 second correspond to the situations that the subjects
clicked the recording button but hummed nothing. The histograms show that a typical query is
five to twenty and often about ten seconds long.

Note length histograms (milliseconds per note) of the hummed queries
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Figure 7-9: Note length histograms of the hummed queries by subjects in Group B.

Tempo histograms (beats per minute) of the hummed queries
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Tempo histogram (in bpm) of subject 3 in group B
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Figure 7-10: Tempo histograms of the hummed queries by subjects in Group B.

The histograms show that a typical query is as fast as about 100 bmp. The shape of the tempo
histogram is roughly a Gaussian distribution, which is consistent with our tempo preference
function (see Section 5.3.4).

7.2.4 Effectiveness of interfaces and algorithms

This section shows the effectiveness of our interfaces and algorithms based on both perfect
queries and real queries. When using perfect queries, we use margin to evaluate the
effectiveness of our methods incorporating rhythmic information compared with the most
widely used method without rhythmic information (DPM matching method). When using real
perfect queries, we usefirst hit rate to evaluate the effectiveness of our methods compared with
the pitch-only method. Both measures indicate that our methods (especially TPBM-I/INTF-I
and TPBM-II/INTF-II) outperform the previous method (DPM).

Using perfect queries

Similar to the method we used in Section 5.1.6, we first use perfect queries to test the precision
of different representations and matching algorithms, but this time the queries were not
randomly generated from any portion of any song, instead, they were actually the seventh
queries by each subject in Group B, thus totally five queries corresponding to five different
songs. The queries were truncated from the corresponding songs starting at the note the
subjects first hummed and ending at different positions in the songs to construct perfect queries
with various lengths. We can still use the number of songs with perfect match (matching score
equals 1) as a measure, but after the query is sufficiently long, the precision will be 1 no matter
which representation and matching method is used. Given that, we propose to use Margin to
measure the precision.

Tempo histogram (in bpm) of subject 4 in group B



Margin = { nI
second highest score

n >1

n =1
(Eq. 7-1)

where n is the number of songs with perfect match. Thus. If there are multiple songs matching
the query perfectly, margin will be less than 1; otherwise, margin will be greater than 1. In
either case, the greater the margin, the more likely the right song will be returned uniquely and,
thus, the better performance.

The margin varying with the query length (notes per query) is shown in Figure 7-11. The
performance of each perfect query is shown first and then the average performance is shown at
last. Please note that although it is generally true that the margin increases when the query
length increases, it does not increase monotonically.
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Figure 7-11: Margin vs query length based on perfect queries.

The experiment shows that on the average, TPBM-I outperforms TPBM-II, and TPBM-II
outperforms DPM, which is the most widely used pitch-only method. And it is almost
impossible to get unique perfect match (precision=]) without considering the rhythmic
information if the query length is shorter than ten notes. We can imagine that the query will
need to be much longer to get unique result if the melody database is ten or even hundred of
times bigger, which would be true for a real commercial system. The users, on the other hand,
would not like to hum too long to get the right song, especially sometimes they can memorize
only very short phrases of the song (say, hooks or motives).

Using real queries

The margin using perfect queries is an important measure describing the effectiveness of a
representation and matching method, but it is not sufficient, because we also need to consider
the fault tolerance issue. For example, the exact matching method (score=] if the query and the
song exactly match; otherwise score=O) can always get the maximum margin performance, but
it is not fault tolerant at all. Therefore, we still need evaluate the system performance based on
real queries. Reports to evaluate other existing query-by-humming systems in this way were
never seen before.

Table 7-10 shows the statistics of query performance using different algorithms based on
hummed queries by subjects in Group B. If there are multiple queries corresponding to one
target song and the best result among the trails for the song is reported in the table. In the table,
(n, in) indicates that the right song appeared Wthin the resulting songs sorted by matching scores
from high to low and songs from the ne to the mthgot the same scores. So we want both n and
m to be as small as possible and ideally (1, 1), indicating the right song and only the right song
got the highest matching score, which is called first hit. FHR (First Hit Ratio) in this table
means how many of the queried songs got first hits. If the right song did not show up in the top
ten songs with highest matching scores, it is indicated by ..... Score errors (See Section 7.1.2)
are indicated by SCORE ERR. The songs with score errors were not counted in computing
FHR.

Query Yesterday once morm average of the five queries



Table 7-10: Query performance by subjects in Group B.

Subject I 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

FHR

Subject 2 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DPMTPBM-I
INTF-I

(1,1)
(2,2)
(1,1)
(1,1)
(1,1)
(2,4)
(1,1)
71%

(1,1)
(1,1)

(1,1)
(1,1)

(1,1)
(1,1)

TPBM-II
INTF-II

(2,2)
(1,1)
(1,1)
(1,1)
(1,1)

(1,1)
71%

(1,1)

(1,1)

(1,1)

TPBM-II
OAM-I

(1,1)

(1,1)
(1,1)

(1,1)

(1,1)

11 (1,1)
FHR 70%

(1,1)

40%

(1,5)

(3,10) -
30% 30%

(8,10) (7,10)
- (1,4)

(1,1) - - -

(1,1) - - (1,1)

50% 0 17%

Subject 4 1
2
3

7
FHR

Subject 5

(1,1)
(1,1)

17%

(1,2)
(1,1)
(2,3)

(8,8)
(1,1)
(1,1)

17%

(1,1)
(1,1)
(1,1)

-1,1
(1,1)
(1,1)

- (1,1)
(1,3) (1,1)

- (1,1)
(1,1) (1,1)

- (1,1)

(1,1) (1,1)
33% 100%

(1,1)

(1,2)
(2,6)

(1,1)

(1,1)
(1,1)

(1,1)

(2,10)
(2,2)
(1,1)
(1,1)
(1,1)

(1,1)
57%

(1,1)

(1,1)
(1,1)

SCORE ERR
(2,4)

Subject 3

5
6
7

FHR

SCORE ERR

SCORE ERR



8 (1,1) (1, 1) (1, 1) (1,1)
9 (1,1) (1, 1) (1,1) (1, 1)
10 - - - (1,1)

11 (1,1) (1,1) (1,1) -
12 (1,1) (1,1) - -

13 (1,1) (1,1) (1,1) (1,1)
62% 85% 46% 54%

The performance shows that most subjects (subjects 1, 2, 3 and 5) did improve their query
effectiveness using some method incorporating rhythmic information (TPBM-I/INTF-I or
TPBM-II/INTF-II). The combination of TPBM-II and OAM did not perform as well as it was
estimated (compare the beat tracking performance shown in Table 7-9), because sometimes
even the beat tracking result is correct according to the query, it does not mean that the subject
hummed the query in a rhythmic pattern same as the original song. This might have two
reasons: some songs have different versions with different rhythmic patterns; the subjects could
not memorize the rhythm of the song accurately.

Additionally, pitch tracking errors impact the performance of every combination.

Only one subject in Group B did better using pitch-only method, because this subject hummed
the queries very accurately in pitch but always transformed the rhythms of the original songs.

Actually, from the experiments, we found the difference between musically trained and
untrained people is significant in terms of long-term musical memory. For very familiar and
frequently heard songs, e.g., Christmas songs, all users can hum very accurately both in pitch
and in rhythm, while for songs that have not been heard for a long time, musically trained
people usually still can hum very accurately, but musically untrained people hum with large
transformation both in pitch and in rhythm.

We also found that by using different interfaces to obtain rhythmic information, the subjects
may change the way they hummed. For example, some subjects tended to hum slower when
they used 1NTF-II, but hum faster when they used the algorithmic beat tracking method.

According to the questionnaire from the subjects in Group A and Group B, the preferences of
using rhythmic information for query and the methods for obtaining those rhythmic
information are shown in Table 7-11 and Table 7-12.

Table 7-11: Subjects' opinion with regard to using the rhythmic information for query.
Question: "Did you feel it useful to add beat information for query?"

0 (useless) 1 2 3 4 (very useful)
The number of subjects who chose 1 0 1 5 3

the corresponding scale

Table 7-12: Subjects' preference regarding the interfaces for obtaining the rhythmic
information. Question: "Which beat tracking interface do you prefer?"

INTF-I INTF-II OAM-I
The number of subjects who preferred 4 1 5

the corresponding interface



Although INTF-I or INTF-II performed better than OAM-I, many users preferred the
algorithmic beat tracking method for obtaining rhythmic information, because they wanted the
interface for obtaining rhythmic information to be more natural and friendlier; in that case,
automatic beat tracking is the best choice. Most users did not like INTF-II because they felt it
hard to get used to the interface of indicating beats by clicking the mouse, although it is natural
for people to clap hands along with music.

On the whole, most users felt the rhythmic information useful and experimental results
demonstrate that rhythmic information did help improving the effectiveness. We found that
properly incorporating the rhythmic information will not only narrow down the search, but also
make the system more fault tolerant to the pitch related errors due to the users' singing skill
and the deficiency of the pitch tracking algorithm.

7.3 Summary
This chapter presents our experiments and the results for evaluating the QBH system. Most
subjects had no special singing training or professional music background. Normal instead of
professional apparatus was used for recording and running the system. Thus, the experiments
were designed to simulate the real-world task of searching for music on the Internet with a
query-by-humming interface.

The statistics of the hummed queries, including histograms of pitches, intervals, query lengths
and tempi, give us an overview of typical hummed queries. This information will be very
helpful for adjusting parameters, refining algorithms or even developing personalized
interfaces so as to improve the effectiveness of a query-by-humming system. Additionally, it
gives us some observations about humans' melody perception process, e.g., what is the typical
tempo, length or portion of a song the subjects hum as a query? How accurate can the subjects
memorize and hum the melody in terms of both pitch and rhythm? Are there any significant
differences between professionals and amateurs?

We also give statistics of the effectiveness of our algorithms, the interfaces and the system as a
whole. Two measures are proposed to evaluate the performance of a query-by-humming
system: margin based on perfect queries and first hit rate based on real queries. We expect
greater margin and first hit rate, which corresponds to better precision and recall (concepts
mostly used in text-retrieval systems). Experimental results show that both of the measures
improve significantly using our methods incorporating rhythmic information compared with
previous pitch-only method (refer to Figure 7-11 and Table 7-10). Therefore, for most users
using our methods will improve their chance to find the songs that they search for, even if they
cannot sing perfectly. The experiments based on real queries as in this thesis were not reported
before.





CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has explored the melody retrieval problem from two perspectives: as a practical
solution to a query-by-humming system, and as a scientific inquiry into the nature of the
melody perception process.

A new melody representation, which combines both pitch and rhythmic information, and new
approximate melody matching algorithms were proposed and shown to be more effective than
previous pitch-only methods. A set of practical and real-time automatic transcription
techniques customized for the query-by-humming system to obtain both pitch and rhythmic
information were adopted in the system. A useful tool to build a melody database from various
symbolic representations including score formats and MIDI format was developed. A
deliverable query-by-humming system including both the server application and the client
application has been built and is accessible online.

In our experiment, the melody representation and the melody matching methods with rhythmic
information outperformed the method without rhythmic information for most users. This result
demonstrates that incorporating rhythmic information properly can significantly improve the
effectiveness of query-by-humming systems. Meanwhile, users want the interface for obtaining
rhythmic information to be more natural and friendlier; in that case, automatic beat tracking is
the best choice. Although algorithmic beat tracking proposed in this thesis for automatically
obtaining rhythmic information from hummed queries did not perform as well as INTF-I or
INTF-II, its accuracy is still promising and at least it should work very well for musically
trained users.

We also have other interesting findings from our experiments, though the quantitative statistics
are not shown in the thesis. For example, the difference between musically trained and
untrained people is significant in terms of long-term musical memory. For very familiar and
frequently heard songs, e.g., Christmas songs, all users can hum very accurately both in pitch
and in rhythm, while for songs that have not been heard for a long time, musically trained
people usually still can hum very accurately, but musically untrained people hum with large
transformation both in pitch and in rhythm. These findings suggest to us that a query-by-
humming system may use different matching methods customized to different users according
to their music background and singing skill to achieve best performance.

Finally, I would like to answer the question asked by one subject, "When will the system be
available in music stores so you can easily find the music you have in mind?" To make query-
by-humming systems commercialized and practical, the main difficulty is how we can extract
and tag the melodies of existing songs in waveform, which may be located anywhere over the
web, and build efficient indices pointing to these songs based on the melodic information.
While automatically extracting melodies from songs in waveform is still too hard, we can
manually tag the melodies of songs by music providers and/or record companies using some
standard format, so that search engines can easily understand the melody description
information and use the techniques described in this thesis to find music for the users. Actually,
the standardization task is in process by the MPEG-7 committee; I sincerely hope commercial
systems will show up and serve all music lovers very soon.
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